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Dear Guitar Collector:

On this disc are images of the 284 guitars currently in this Auction plus an 
additional 82 lots of collectible amps, music awards and other related items 
all being sold on Saturday, February 27. The Auction is being divided into three 
sessions starting at 10am, 2pm and 7pm (all East Coast time.) Session I, at 
10am, contains the Delaware Collection of instruments and other music-related 
objects all autographed by well known musicians. Sessions II and III contain an 
extraordinary array of fine and exciting instruments starting with Lot 200 on this 
disc. The majority of lots in this Auction are being sold without minimum reserve.

The event is being held “live” at New York City’s Bohemian National Hall, a great 
setting at 321 East 73rd Street in Manhattan. For those unable to attend in person, 
the event is being conducted on two “bidding platforms”… liveauctioneers.
com and invaluable.com. For those who so wish, telephone bidding can easily 
be arranged by contacting us. All the auction items will be on preview display 
Thursday and Friday, February 25 and 26, from 12 noon to 8 pm each day.

Please note that this disc only contains photographic images of the items along 
with their lot headings. For example, the heading for Lot 422 is 1936 D’Angelico 
Style A. Descriptions, condition reports and estimates do not appear on this disc. 
That information can be found on our website - www.guernseys.com - and on the 
two internet bidding platforms mentioned above.

One further note:  with certainty, there will be more guitars than are displayed 
here. As this disc is being prepared, we are in discussions with several collectors 
who wish to consign. These new additions will be added both to our website and 
the bidding platforms. Naturally, they can be seen at the preview. If you have any 
questions, please don’t hesitate to call us. Thank you… we hope you join us for a 
terrific event.

Arlan Ettinger
Guernsey’s, President



1.   Roxy Music: Greatest Hits

Roxy Music attained popular and critical success in Europe and Australia during the 1970s and early 1980s, beginning with 
their debut album, Roxy Music (1972). The band was highly influential, as leading proponents of the more experimental, 
musically sophisticated element of glam, as well as a significant influence on early English punk music. Plaque lists group 
members Bryan Ferry, Andy Mackay, Brian Eno, Grahm Simpson, Paul Thompson, Phil Manzanera. Multiple signatures. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $600 - $800

2.   Fleetwood Mac: Rumours. (Platinum Record)

Fleetwood Mac: Rumours. (Platinum Record). Fleetwood Mac are a British-American rock band formed in 1967 in London. In 
1998, selected members of Fleetwood Mac were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, and received the Brit Award 
for Outstanding Contribution to Music. The band has sold more than 100 million albums worldwide, making them one of the 
best-selling bands of all time. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



3.   Styx: Electric Guitar and Album (The Grand Illusion)

Styx: Electric Guitar and Album (The Grand Illusion). Styx is an American rock band from Chicago that became famous for 
its albums from the mid-1970s and early 1980s. They are best known for melding the style of pop rock with the power of 
hard-rock guitar, strong ballads and elements of international musical theater. The band has four consecutive albums certified 
multi-platinum by the RIAA. as well as sixteen top 40 singles in the US. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities 
which read that the signatures are authentic and dated May 25, 2010. Plaque lists band members Tommy Shaw, Dennis 
DeYoung, Lawrence Gowan, James Young, Chuck Panozzo, John Panozzo. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,000

4.   Drumhead Signed by Cream

Cream was a British rock supergroup trio playing a hybrid of blues rock, hard rock and psychedelic rock. They sold over 
15 million albums worldwide and their third album Wheels of Fire was the world’s first platinum selling double album. 
Drumhead with 3 signature. Plaque reads: Eric Clapton, Jack Bruce, Ginger Baker. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



5.   Simon & Garfunkel: Bridge Over Troubled Water

Simon and Garfunkel album Bridge Over Troubled Water with two signatures. Simon and Garfunkel were an American music 
duo. Their last album, Bridge over Troubled Water, was their most successful album reaching number one in several countries, 
including the United States, and receiving 8_ platinum certification from the RIAA, making it their highest-selling studio album 
in the U.S. and second-highest album overall. Simon & Garfunkel have, at times, reunited to perform and sometimes tour 
together. They have done so in every decade since the 1970 breakup, most famously for 1981’s “The Concert in Central 
Park”, which attracted more than 500,000 people, making it the 7th-most attended concert in the history of music. In 2004, 
they were ranked No. 40 on Rolling Stone’s list of the “100 Greatest Artists of All Time.” Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500

6.   Electric Guitar Signed by Counting Crows

The Counting Crows is an American Rock band that has sold over 20 million albums worldwide and received a 2004 
Academy Award Nomination.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,500



7.   T-Rex: A Beard of Stars

T. Rex were a British rock band, formed in 1967 by singer-songwriter and guitarist Marc Bolan. The band formed as 
Tyrannosaurus Rex, releasing four underground folk albums under the name. In the early to mid 1970s, the band reached 
huge success with fourteen top-20 UK glam rock hits. A Beard of Stars is the fourth studio album by Tyrannosaurus Rex, and 
their last before changing their name to T. Rex. Signed. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000

8.   1969 Woodstock Drumhead

This drumhead, with the heading 1969 Woodstock Players and with multiple signatures, relates to performers at the historic 
1969 festival at Woodstock. Artists listed on the plaque include members of Jefferson Airplane, Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young, 
Santana and The Who. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $2,500



9.   Chuck Berry-Signed Electric Guitar

Chuck Berry was among the first musicians to be inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame on its opening in 1986, with 
the comment that he “laid the groundwork for not only a rock and roll sound but a rock and roll stance.” Berry is included 
in several Rolling Stone “Greatest of All Time” lists, including being ranked fifth on their 2004 list of the “100 Greatest Artists 
of All Time.” The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame’s “500 Songs that Shaped Rock and Roll” included three of Chuck Berry’s songs: 
“Johnny B. Goode,” “Maybellene,” and “Rock and Roll Music.” Today, at the age of 87, Berry continues to play live. .Includes 
Certificate of Authenticity which reads that the signature is genuine. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,500

10.   Beatles: Meet the Beatles (Platinum Record)

The Beatles are regarded as the greatest and most influential band of the rock era with nearly 1 billion in record sales since 
their start in 1960. They were inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1988. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



11.   Signed Tony Bennett Photograph

Tony Bennett is an American singer of traditional pop standards, show tunes, and jazz. Bennett is also an accomplished painter, 
having created works-under the name Anthony Benedetto-that are on permanent public display in several institutions. He 
is the founder of the Frank Sinatra School of the Arts in New York City. Bennett has won 17 Grammy Awards (including a 
Lifetime Achievement Award, presented in 2001) and two Emmy Awards, and has been named an NEA Jazz Master and a 
Kennedy Center Honoree. He has sold over 50 million records worldwide. Signed. Includes a Certificate of Authenticity from 
Rock Star which reads that the signature is authentic and dated April 18, 2008

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $800 - $1,200

12.   Electric Guitar Signed by Traffic

Traffic was an English rock band whose members came from the West Midlands that began as a psychedelic rock group 
whose early singles were influenced by The Beatles. In 2004, Traffic was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. 
Plaque lists band members Steve Winwood and Jim Capaldi. Two signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $2,500



13.   Dick Clark’s American Bandstand: Drumhead

American Bandstand is an American music-performance show that aired in various versions from 1952 to 1989 and was 
hosted from 1956 until its final season by Dick Clark, who also served as producer. Drumhead with multiple signatures and 
inscription that reads: Best wishes, Dick Clark. Plaque lists: Chuck Berry, Paul Anka, Fats Domino, Little Richard, Bo Diddley, 
Jerry Lee Lewis. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $2,500

14.   Celine Dion Microphone

Celine Dion is a Canadian singer who emerged as a teen star in the French-speaking world after her manager and future 
husband Rene Angelil mortgaged his home to finance her first record. She is regarded as one of pop music’s most influential 
voices and has won five Grammy Awards including Album of the Year. Her recordings are mainly in French and English, 
although she also sings in Spanish, Italian, German, Latin, Japanese, and Mandarin. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $800 - $1,200



15.   Tom Waits: Closing Time (Gold Disc, Limited Edition)

Tom Waits: Closing Time (Gold Disc, Limited Edition). Tom Waits is an American singer-songwriter, composer, and actor. Waits 
has a distinctive voice, described by critic Daniel Durchholz as sounding “like it was soaked in a vat of bourbon, left hanging 
in the smokehouse for a few months, and then taken outside and run over with a car.” He has been nominated for a number 
of major music awards and has won Grammy Awards for two albums, Bone Machine and Mule Variations. In 2011, Waits was 
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Limited edition #5 of 50. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500

16.   Electric Guitar Signed by U2

U2 are an Irish rock band from Dublin. The band’s early sound was rooted in post-punk but eventually grew to incorporate 
influences from many genres of popular music. U2 released 12 studio albums and are among the all-time best-selling music 
artists, selling more than 150 million records worldwide. Rolling Stone ranked U2 at number 22 in its list of the “100 Greatest 
Artists of All Time” and has labelled them the “Biggest Band in the World”. They won 22 Grammy Awards, and in 2005, they 
were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in their first year of eligibility. Plaque lists band members Bono, Adam 
Clayton, Larry Mullen Jr., Edge. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000



PHOTOGRAPHS
TO COME

18.   Bruce Springsteen Poster

Bruce Springsteen’s recordings have included both commercially accessible rock albums and more somber folk-oriented 
works. His most successful studio albums, Born in the U.S.A. and Born to Run, showcase a talent for finding grandeur in the 
struggles of daily American life. He has sold more than 64 million albums in the United States (making him the fifteenth 
highest selling artist of all-time) and more than 120 million records worldwide. Springsteen has earned numerous awards for 
his work, including 20 Grammy Awards, two Golden Globes, and an Academy Award as well as being inducted into both the 
Songwriters Hall of Fame and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1999. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $200 - $300

17.   Bob Dylan Ticket



19.   Beatles: Knighting Ceremony Photo

The Beatles are regarded as the greatest and most influential band of the rock era with nearly 1 billion in record sales since 
their start in 1960. They were inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1988. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $300 - $400

20.   Signed Fleetwood Mac Electric Guitar

Fleetwood Mac are a British-American rock band formed in 1967 in London. In 1998, selected members of Fleetwood Mac 
were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, and received the Brit Award for Outstanding Contribution to Music. 
The band has sold more than 100 million albums worldwide, making them one of the best-selling bands of all time. Multiple 
signatures in gold ink. Plaque lists Fleetwood Mac band members Michk Fleetwood, Stevie Nicks, John McVie, Christine 
McVie, Lindsaey Buckingham. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000



21.   Jethro Tull Autographed Drumhead

Jethro Tull was a British rock group, formed in Luton, Bedfordshire, in 1967. Initially playing experimental blues rock, they later 
incorporated elements of classical music, folk music, jazz, hard rock and art rock into their music. Plaque lists band members 
Ian Anderson, Martin Barre, Duane Perry, Andrew Giddings, Jonathan Noyce. Multiple signatures. Includes Certificate of 
Authenticity from Antiquities International which reads the signatures are genuine and dated August 21, 2002. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000

22.   Cat Stevens Autographed Photo

Cat Stevens is an English singer-songwriter, multi-instrumentalist, humanitarian, and education philanthropist. He is a 
prominent convert to Islam. He was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2014. Signature in upper left. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $500 - $700



23.   REM: Green World Tour 1989 Promotion

R.E.M. was a pivotal American rock band that created the alternative rock genre. Allmusic stated, “R.E.M. mark the point when 
post-punk turned into alternative rock.” In the early 1980s, the musical style of R.E.M. stood in contrast to the post-punk and 
new wave genres that had preceded it. The band was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2007 after selling over 
85 million records worldwide. Plaque lists bank members Michael Stipe, Peter Buck, Mike Mills, Bill Berry. Multiple signatures. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $800 - $1,200

24.  Moody Blues: Other Side of Life (Gold Record - RIAA Certified)

The Moody Blues are an English rock band. Among their innovations was a fusion with classical music, as heard in their 1967 
album Days of Future Passed. The Moody Blues have sold more than 55 million albums worldwide and have been awarded 18 
platinum and gold discs. As of 2014 they remain active with one member from the original 1964 band and two more from the 
1967 lineup. Plaque lists members of Moody Blues: Justin Hayward, John Lodge, Graeme Edge, Ray Thomas. Multiple signatures. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $2,500



25.   Electric Guitar Signed by Cheap Trick

Cheap Trick is an American rock band that was formed in 1973. They were referred to in the Japanese press as the 
American Beatles and have been ranked No. 25 in VH1’s list of “100 Greatest Artists of Hard Rock.” Includes a Certificate 
of Authenticity from Antiquities which reads that the item is genuine and authentic dated June 11, 2010. Multiple signatures. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

26.   

The Beatles are regarded as the greatest and most influential band of the rock era with nearly 1 billion in record sales 
since their start in 1960. They were inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1988. Pete Best was the original Beatles 
drummer. Signature on drumhead and drumstick. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500

Autographed Drumhead and Drumstick by Pete Best, 
Original Member of The Beatles. 



27.   Happy Rhodes Poster

Happy Rhodes is an American singer, songwriter, instrumentalist and electronic musician with a four-octave vocal range. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $200 - $400

28.   The Beach Boys: Sheet Music from “Our Prayer”

Sheet music for “Our Prayer” by Brian Wilson of The Beach Boys. The group has sold in excess of 100 million records 
worldwide and are listed at number 12 on Rolling Stone magazine’s 2005 list of “100 Greatest Artist of All Time”. They were 
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1988. From an edition of 100. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500



29.   Electric Guitar Autographed by Members of Air Supply

Electric Guitar Autographed by Members of Air Supply. Air Supply had a succession of hits worldwide, including eight Top 
Ten hits in the United States, in the early 1980s. They formed in Australia in 1975 and have included various accompanying 
musicians and singers. They have sold more than 100 million albums. In 2013 the Australian Recording Industry Association 
(ARIA) inducted Air Supply into its Hall of Fame. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

30.   Elvis Presley Microphone

Elvis Presley was an American singer and actor. Regarded as one of the most significant cultural icons of the 20th century, he 
is often referred to as “the King of Rock and Roll”, or simply, “the King”. He sold an estimated 600 million records worldwide, 
was nominated for 14 competitive Grammys and received the Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award at the age of 36. He 
was also inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1986. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000



31.   Drumhead Signed by Bruce Springsteen and the E St. Band

Drumhead Signed by Bruce Springsteen and the E St. Band. Bruce - E Street Band - Springsteen along upper curve of 
drumhead which bears multiple signatures. Bruce Springsteen’s recordings have included both commercially accessible 
rock albums and more somber folk-oriented works. His most successful studio albums, Born in the U.S.A. and Born to Run, 
showcase a talent for finding grandeur in the struggles of daily American life. He has sold more than 64 million albums in 
the United States (making him the fifteenth highest selling artist of all-time) and more than 120 million records worldwide. 
Springsteen has earned numerous awards for his work, including 20 Grammy Awards, two Golden Globes and an Academy 
Award as well as being inducted into both the Songwriters Hall of Fame and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1999. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $2,500

32.   Stevie Nicks Poster: Crystal Visions

Stevie Nicks is an American singer-songwriter who in the course of her work with Fleetwood Mac and her extensive solo 
career has produced over forty Top 50 hits and sold over 140 million albums. Her first album reached Platinum status less 
than three months after its release, and has since been certified quadruple-platinum. Inscribed: To Charlie with love, Stevie 
Nicks. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $800 - $1,200



33.   Jerry Lee Lewis: Autographed Electric Guitar

Jerry Lee Lewis is an American rock and roll and country music singer-songwriter and pianist. He is known by the nickname 
“The Killer” and is often viewed as “rock & roll’s first great wild man.” Lewis has had a dozen gold records in both rock and 
country, won several Grammy awards, including a Lifetime Achievement Award. Lewis was inducted into the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame in 1986. Includes Certificate of Authenticity which reads that the autograph is genuine; dated March 11, 2010. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

34.   Jimmy Buffett Photo: Meet Me In Margaritaville

Jimmy Buffett is an American singer-songwriter. Of the over 30 albums he released as of October 2007, 8 are Gold Albums 
and 9 Platinum or Multi Platinum. In 2003 Buffett won his first ever Country Music Award (CMA) for his song “It’s 5 O’clock 
Somewhere” with Alan Jackson, and was nominated again in 2007 for the CMA Event of the Year Award for his song “Hey 
Good Lookin” which featured Alan Jackson and George Strait. Buffett describes his musical style as “Drunken Caribbean Rock 
‘n Roll.” Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities which reads autograph is genuine signature and dated August 21, 
2002.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $800 - $1,200



35.   Drumhead Signed by The Highwaymen

The Highwaymen were a Country music supergroup composed of four of the genre’s biggest artists well known for their 
pioneering influence on the outlaw country subgenre: Johnny Cash, Waylon Jennings, Willie Nelson, and Kris Kristofferson. 
Multiple signatures. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities Interntaional which reads that the signatures are 
genuine. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,500

36.   Cash Box: Win, Lose or Draw (Gold Record)

The Cash Box were considerably influential within the Southern United States. Their arrival on the musical scene paved the 
way for several notable southern rock acts including Lynyrd Skynyrd, the Marshall Tucker Band and Wet Willie - to achieve 
commercial success, and also “almost single-handedly” made Capricorn Records into a major independent label. They were 
induced into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1995 and received Grammy Awards for Best Rock Instrumental Performance 
and Lifetime Achievement in 1996 and 2012. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



37.   Jethro Tull Autographed Electric Guitar

Jethro Tull was a British rock group, formed in Luton, Bedfordshire, in 1967. Initially playing experimental blues rock, they later 
incorporated elements of classical music, folk music, jazz, hard rock and art rock into their music. Plaque lists band members 
Ian Anderson, Martin Barre, Duane Perry, Andrew Giddings, Jonathan Noyce. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

38.   Dizzy Gillespie Poster

Dizzy Gillespie was one of the greatest jazz trumpeters of all times. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $800 - $1,200



39.   Drumhead Signed by The Police

The Police were an English rock band formed in London in 1977. The band has been awarded six Grammy Awards, two Brit 
Awards-winning Best British Group once, an MTV Video Music Award, and in 2003 were inducted into the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame. Plaque lists band members Sting, Stewart Copeland, Andy Summers. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000

40.   Red Hot Chili Peppers Autographed Electric Guitar

Red Hot Chili Peppers Autographed Electric Guitar. Red Hot Chili Peppers are an American funk rock band formed in Los 
Angeles in 1983. The group’s musical style primarily consists of rock with an emphasis on funk, as well as elements from other 
genres such as punk rock and psychedelic rock. The band was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2012 by Chris 
Rock. Plaque lists band members Anthony Kiedis, Flea, Chad Smith, John Klinghoffer. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,500



41.   Christopher Cross: Platinum Record

Christopher Cross is an American singer-songwriter from San Antonio, Texas. His debut album earned him five Grammy 
Awards. To commemorate the first time in history a new artist was honored with five major Grammys, he received this 
award. includes a Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International which reads that the autograph is genuine. 
Grammys included Record of the Year, Song of the Year, Album of the Year, Best New Artist. Includes autograph. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000

42.   Pavarotti Caricature by Hirschfeld

Luciano Pavarotti was an Italian operatic tenor who also crossed over into popular music, eventually becoming one of the 
most commercially successful tenors of all time. He made numerous recordings of complete operas and individual arias, 
gaining worldwide fame for the brilliance and beauty of his tone-especially into the upper register-and eventually established 
himself as one of the finest tenors of the 20th century. Signed. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500



43.   Super Blues: Record and Album (Superblues Join Forces)

Super Blues: Record and Album (Superblues Join Forces). Super Blues is a 1967 studio album by a blues supergroup 
consisting of Bo Diddley, Muddy Waters,and Little Walter. The album was released in both mono and stereo formats by 
Checker Records in June 1967. Plaque lists artists names Muddy Waters, Albert King, B.B. King, John Lee Hooker, Bo Diddley, 
Eric Clapton. Framed with photographs of each of the artists listed on the plaque. Multiple signatures. Includes Certificate of 
Authenticity from Antiquities International which reads that the signatures are genuine and dated May 29, 2009.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500

44.   Willie Nelson Autographed Acoustic Guitar

Willie Nelson is an American country music singer-songwriter, as well as an author, poet, actor, and activist. His song “Always 
on My Mind” topped Billboard’s Hot Country Singles, while it reached number five on the Billboard Hot 100. The release 
won three awards during the 25th Grammy Awards: Song of the Year, Best Country Song, and Best Male Country Vocal 
Performance. The single was certified platinum; the album was certified quadruple-platinum, and later inducted into the 
Grammy Hall of Fame in 2008. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,500



45.   Drumhead Signed by Legendary Drummers

Pearl drumhead with numerous signatures. Plaques list over 30 drum legends. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

46.   Tears for Fears Poster

Promotional poster for the release of Tears for Fears album Everyone Loves a Happy Ending. Tears for Fears is an English 
new wave band that has sold over 30 million albums worldwide, including more than 8 million in the US. Multiple signatures. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $800 - $1,000



47.   
  
Bruce Springsteen’s recordings have included both commercially accessible rock albums and more somber folk-oriented 
works. His most successful studio albums, Born in the U.S.A. and Born to Run, showcase a talent for finding grandeur in the 
struggles of daily American life. Includes Ceriificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International which reads this autograph 
is a genuine signature dated August 21, 2002. He has sold more than 64 million albums in the United States (making him the 
fifteenth highest selling artist of all-time) and more than 120 million records worldwide. Springsteen has earned numerous 
awards for his work, including 20 Grammy Awards, two Golden Globes and an Academy Award as well as being inducted 
into both the Songwriters Hall of Fame and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1999.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

48.   

24K Gold-plated record of Riders of the Storm. The Doors were an American rock band formed in 1965. Although the 
Doors’ active career ended in 1973, their popularity has persisted. According to the RIAA, they have sold 36.6 million 
certified units in the US and over 100 million records worldwide. The Doors has been listed as one of the greatest artists 
of all time by many magazines, including Rolling Stone, which ranked them 41st on its list of “The 100 Greatest Artists of All 
Time.” The Doors were the first American band to accumulate eight consecutive gold and platinum LPs. They were inducted 
into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1993. Number 714 from a limited edition of 2500. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500

Bruce Springsteen: Electric Guitar,  Album and 
Gold Record - RIAA Certified. 

The Doors: Riders on the Storm (Gold Record -  
Limited Edition)



49.   Violin Autographed by The Three Tenors

The Three Tenors is a name given to the Spaniards Placido Domingo and Jose Carreras, and the Italian Luciano Pavarotti, who 
sang in concert under this banner during the 1990s and early 2000s. Violin with multiple signatures. Includes Certificate of 
Authenticity from Antiquities International which reads The autograph is a genuine signature of the celebrated personality 
named dated August 19, 2005. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

50.   Electric Guitar Signed by Coldplay

Coldplay is a British rock band that achieved worldwide fame in 2000 with the release of the single “Yellow”. Since their 
debut they have sold over 80 million records worldwide and have received five MTV Video Music Awards, seven Grammy 
Awards and Rolling Stone readers voted the group the fourth-best artist of the 2000s.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000



51.   Various Albums: Folk Rock

Three albums with signatures. Creedence Clearwater Revival: John Fogerty, Tom Fogerty, Stu Cook, Doug Clifford, includes 
Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquiteis International which reads that the signeatures are authentic.Neil Young, ‘Live Rust’ 
album which includes Certificate of Authenticity which reads that the signature is authentic; dated April 18, 2008. INXS:Garry 
Gary Beers, Michael Hutchence, Jon Farriss, Andrew Farriss, Tim Farriss, Kirk Pengilly, includes Certificate of Authenticity from 
Rock Star Gallery. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

52.   Drumstick Signed by Various Drum Legends

One of a kind item collecting signatures and history of international drumming legends. Plaques list drummers and musicians 
names: Neil Peart (Rush), Phil Collins (Genesis), Roger Taylor (Queen), John Densmore (The Doors), Rick Allen  
(Def Leppard), Artimus Pyle (Lynyrd Skynyrd), Vinnie Appiece (Dio), Todd Sucherman (Styx), Don Henley (The Eagles), 
Alex Van Halen (Van Halen), Steven Adler (Guns-n-Roses), Peter Criss (Kiss), Mickey Dolenz (The Monkees), Ginger Baker 
(Cream), Bun E. Carlos (Cheap Trick), Joey Kramer (Aerosmith), Slim Jim Phantom (Stray Cats), Alan White (Yes), Steve Smith 
(Journey), Phil Rudd (AC/DC), Denny Carmassi -(Heart), Ian Paice (Deep Purple), Phil Ehart (Kansas), Nick Mason (Pink 
Floyd), Stewart Copeland (The Police), Dino Danelli (The Rascals), Tris Imbodin (Chicago), Herman Rarebell (Scorpions), 
Carl Palmer (Emerson, Lake & Palmer), Carmine Appiece (Vanilla Fudge), Charlie Watts (The Rolling Stones), Frank Beard 
(ZZ Top), Tico Torres (Bon Jovi), & Mick Fleetwood (Fleetwood Mac). Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,500



53.   The Bee Gees Autographed Electric Guitar

The Bee Gees sold more than 120 million records and were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1997. Their Hall 
of Fame citation says “Only Elvis Presley, the Beatles, Michael Jackson, Garth Brooks and Paul McCartney have outsold the 
Bee Gees.” Plaque lists brothers Barry Gibb, Robin Gibb, Maurice Gibb. Multiple signatures. Includes Certificate of Authenticity 
from Antiquities International which reads that the autograph is a genuine signature. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

54.   Led Zeppelin III (Gold Record - RIAA Certified)

Led Zeppelin are widely considered one of the most successful, innovative and influential rock groups in history. They are 
one of the best-selling music artists in the history of audio recording; various sources estimate the group’s record sales at 
200 to 300 million units worldwide. With 111.5 million RIAA-certified units, they are the second-best-selling band in the 
United States. Each of their nine studio albums placed on the Billboard Top 10 and six reached the number-one spot. Rolling 
Stone magazine described them as “the heaviest band of all time”, “the biggest band of the ‘70s” and “unquestionably one of 
the most enduring bands in rock history”. They were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1995; the museum’s 
biography of the band states that they were “as influential in that decade [the 1970s] as the Beatles were in the prior one”. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



55.   Electric Guitar Signed by Bad Company

Bad Company is an English rock supergroup founded in 1973. They rose to greatness with the help of Led Zeppelin’s band 
manager, Peter Grant. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

56.   

Aerosmith is one of the best-selling American rock band of all time, having sold more than 150 million albums worldwide. 
With 25 gold albums, 18 platinum albums, and 12 multi-platinum albums, they hold the record for the most gold albums by 
an American group, the most total certifications by an American group, and are tied for the most multi-platinum albums by 
an American group. They were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2001, and have scored 21 Top 40 hits on the 
Billboard Hot 100, nine number-one Mainstream Rock hits, four Grammy Awards, six American Music Awards, and ten MTV 
Video Music Awards. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,500

Aerosmith: Get Your Wings (Platinum Record -  
RIAA Certified)



57.   Dire Straits Autographed Electric Guitar

Dire Straits were one of the world’s most successful bands with over 120 million in international record sales. The band 
won four Grammy awards. Multiple signatures. Plaque lists band members Mark Knopfler, Alan Clark, Danny Cummings, Phil 
Palmer, Chris Whitton, Guy Fletcher. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

58.   Elvis Presley: Blue Suede Shoes (Record and Tickets)

Elvis Presley: Blue Suede Shoes (Record and Tickets). Elvis Presley was an American singer and actor. Regarded as one of 
the most significant cultural icons of the 20th century, he is often referred to as “the King of Rock and Roll”, or simply, “the 
King”. He sold an estimated 600 million records worldwide, was nominated for 14 competitive Grammys and received the 
Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award at the age of 36. He was also inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1986. 
Gold record and four Elvis Presley concert tickets. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $800 - $1,200



59.   Electric Guitar Signed by Bob Dylan

Bob Dylan is an American musician, singer-songwriter, artist, and writer. He has been an influential figure in popular music and 
culture for more than five decades. Much of his most celebrated work dates from the 1960s, when he was both a chronicler 
and a reluctant figurehead of social unrest including the US civil rights and anti-war movements. Includes Certificate of 
Authenticity from Antiquities which reads that autograph is genuine signature and dated February 14, 2003. Over his music 
career Dylan won 11 Grammy Awards, one Academy Award, one Golden Globe and was inducted into the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame.Bob Dylan is an American musician, singer-songwriter, artist, and writer. He has been an influential figure in 
popular music and culture for more than five decades. Much of his most celebrated work dates from the 1960s, when he 
was both a chronicler and a reluctant figurehead of social unrest including the US civil rights and anti-war movements. Signed 
guitar. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $4,000 - $5,000

60.   David Bowie: Ziggy Stardust (Platinum Record)

David Bowie: Ziggy Stardust (Platinum Record). David Bowie is an English pop musician known for his music from the 1970s, 
selling over 140 million albums worldwide. In the United Kingdom he was awarded 9 Platinum, 11 Gold and 8 Silver albums, 
and in the Unted states 5 Platinum and 7 Gold. He was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1996 Includes album 
cover with signature. Plaque reads: David Bowie - Ziggy Stardust. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000



61.   Electric Guitar Autographed by Genesis

Genesis are British rock band with approximately 130 million albums sold worldwide, making them among the highest-selling 
recording artists of all time. They were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2010. Plaque lists Genesis band 
members Phil Collins, Tony Banks, Mike Rutherford, Peter Gabriel. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,500

62.   The Best of Barclay James Harvest: Album and Poster

The Best of Barclay James Harvest: Album and Poster. Barclay James Harvest is an English progressive rock band founded in 
1966. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International which reads that the photo has a genuine signature 
and dated September 13, 2005. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



63.   Jackson Browne Autographed Electric Guitar

Jackson Browne is an American singer-songwriter and musician who has sold over 18 million albums in the United States. He 
was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2004. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities international 
which reads that the autograph is a genuine signature; dated May 13, 2009. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

64.   

Frank Sinatra was an American singer, actor, director, film producer, and conductor. Sinatra is one of the best-selling artists 
of all time, having sold more than 150 million records worldwide. He was honored at the Kennedy Center Honors in 1983 
and was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom by Ronald Reagan in 1985 and the Congressional Gold Medal in 1997. 
Sinatra was also the recipient of eleven Grammy Awards, including the Grammy Trustees Award, Grammy Legend Award and 
the Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award. Edition number 3,730 of 5,000. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500

Frank Sinatra: “New York, New York” (Limited Edition - 
Gold Record)



65.   Electric Guitar Signed by Liza Minnelli

Liza with a “Z” electric guitar. Liza Minnelli is an American actress, singer, and dancer. She has won a total of four Tony Awards, 
including a Special Tony Award. She has also won an Oscar, an Emmy Award, two Golden Globes and a Grammy Legend 
Award for her contributions and influence in the recording field, along with many other honors and awards. Inscription reads: 
Love, Liza. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

66.   The Magic of ABBA: Gold Record

ABBA was a Swedish pop group formed in Stockholm in 1972. They became one of the most commercially successful acts in 
the history, topping the charts worldwide from 1975 to 1982. The group sold over 370 million albums and singles worldwide 
and was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2010. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $800 - $1,200



67.   Steely Dan Autographed Acoustic Guitar

Steely Dan is an American jazz rock/rock band. Their album Two Against Nature, earned a Grammy Award for Album of 
the Year. They have sold more than 40 million albums worldwide and were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 
2001.Plaque lists band members Donald Fagen and Walter Becker. Two signatures. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from 
Antiquities which read that signatures are authentic dated April 23, 2010. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

68.   Elvis Presley: Blue Hawaii (Album and Photo)

Elvis Presley was an American singer and actor. Regarded as one of the most significant cultural icons of the 20th century, he 
is often referred to as “the King of Rock and Roll”, or simply, “the King”. He sold an estimated 600 million records worldwide, 
was nominated for 14 competitive Grammys and received the Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award at the age of 36. 
He was also inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1986. Blue Hawaii album cover with signature. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



69.   Electric Guitar Signed by ABBA

ABBA was a Swedish pop group formed in Stockholm in 1972. Members were Agnetha Faltskog, Bj_rn Ulvaeus, Benny 
Andersson, Anni-Frid “Frida” Lyngstad. They became one of the most commercially successful acts in the history, topping the 
charts worldwide from 1975 to 1982. The group sold over 370 million albums and singles worldwide and was inducted into 
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2010. Guitar with disc, framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,500

70.   Elton John: Madman Across the Water (Gold Record)

Elton John: Madman Across the Water (Gold Record). In his five-decade career John has sold more than 300 million records, 
making him one of the best-selling music artists in the world. He was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1994. 
includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International which read that the signatures are genuine. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $2,500



71.   Aerosmith Signed Electric Guitar

Aerosmith is one of the best-selling American rock band of all time, having sold more than 150 million albums worldwide. 
With 25 gold albums, 18 platinum albums, and 12 multi-platinum albums, they hold the record for the most gold albums by 
an American group, the most total certifications by an American group, and are tied for the most multi-platinum albums by 
an American group. They were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2001, and have scored 21 Top 40 hits on the 
Billboard Hot 100, nine number-one Mainstream Rock hits, four Grammy Awards, six American Music Awards, and ten MTV 
Video Music Awards. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,500

72.   Various Albums: Great Crooners

Albums by Tony Bennett, Bing Crosby, Dean Martin, each with signature. Includes Certificates of Authenticity. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



73.   Acoustic Guitar Signed by Kris Kristofferson

Kris Kristofferson is an American country music singer, songwriter, musician, and film actor. Kristofferson is the sole writer of 
most of his songs, and he has collaborated with various other figures of the Nashville scene such as Shel Silverstein. In 1985, 
Kristofferson joined fellow country artists Waylon Jennings, Willie Nelson and Johnny Cash in forming the country music 
supergroup “The Highwaymen”. In 2004, Kristofferson was inducted into the Country Music Hall of Fame. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

74.   The Doors: L.A. Woman (Platinum Record)

The Doors were an American rock band formed in 1965. Although the Doors’ active career ended in 1973, their popularity 
has persisted. According to the RIAA, they have sold 36.6 million certified units in the US and over 100 million records 
worldwide. The Doors has been listed as one of the greatest artists of all time by many magazines, including Rolling Stone, 
which ranked them 41st on its list of The 100 Greatest Artists of All Time. The Doors were the first American band to 
accumulate eight consecutive gold and platinum LPs. They were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1993. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500



75.   Women of Country Superstars Autographed Guitar

Women of Country Superstars Autographed Guitar. One of a kind guitar relating to country music all stars that represent 
the heart of the genre. Plaques list the following names: Carrie Underwood, Faith Hill, Reba McEntire, Martina McBride, Trisha 
Yearwood, Shania Twain, Wynonna Judd. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

76.   Queen: A Night at the Opera (Gold Record - RIAA Certified)

Queen are a British rock band formed in London in 1970, originally consisting of Freddie Mercury (lead vocals, piano), Brian 
May (guitar, vocals), John Deacon (bass guitar), and Roger Taylor (drums, vocals). Queen’s earliest works were influenced 
by progressive rock, hard rock and heavy metal, but the band gradually ventured into more conventional and radio-friendly 
works, incorporating further diverse styles into their music. Estimates of their record sales generally range from 150 million to 
300 million records, making them one of the world’s best-selling music artists. They received the Outstanding Contribution to 
British Music Award from the British Phonographic Industry in 1990, and were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 
in 2001. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,500



77.   Acoustic Guitar Autographed by Mick Jagger

Mick Jagger is an English musician, singer, songwriter and actor, best known as the lead vocalist and a founder member of the 
Rolling Stones. In 1989 Jagger was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, and in 2004 into the UK Music Hall of Fame 
with the Rolling Stones. In 2003 he was knighted for his services to music. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

78.   Various Albums: Folk Rock

Three albums with signatures. Crosby Stills Nash & Young: David Crosby, Graham Nash, Steven Stills, Neil Young; The Band: 
Neil Diamond, Richard Manuel, Levon Helm, Robbie Robertson, Ronnie Wood, Ringo Starr, Neil Young, Eric Clapton, Bob 
Dylan, Van Morrison, Garth Hudson; Jackson Browne. Includes Certificates of Authenticity from Rock Star Gallery which 
reads that the signatures are authentic. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,800 - $2,400



79.   Muddy Water Signed Acoustic Guitar

Muddy Waters was an American blues musician. He is considered the “father of modern Chicago blues” and was a major 
inspiration for the British blues explosion of the 1960s. Plaque reads Muddy Waters - Blues Legend. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,500 - $4,500

80.   Rod Stewart: Platinum Record - RIAA Certified

Rod Stewart Tonight I’m Yours RIAA Certified Platinum Album, awarded to drummer Carmine Appice. Rod Stewart is a 
British rock singer-songwriter with over 100 million records worldwide. He has had six consecutive number one albums in 
the UK, and his tally of 62 UK hit singles include 31 that reached the top 10, six of which gained the number one position. He 
has had 16 top ten singles in the US, with four reaching number one on the Billboard Hot 100. In 2007, he received a CBE 
for services to music. Stewart was inducted into the US Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1994 and the UK Music Hall of Fame 
in 2006. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



81.   Electric Guitar Signed by Prince

Prince is an American singer-songwriter, multi-instrumentalist, and actor. He has sold over 100 million records worldwide, 
making him one of the best-selling artists of all time. He has won seven Grammy Awards, a Golden Globe, and an Academy 
Award. He was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2004, the first year he was eligible. Rolling Stone has ranked 
Prince No. 27 on its list of the 100 Greatest Artists of all time. Signature in metalllic marker. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

82.   Various Albums: Progressive European Rockers

Various Albums: Progressive European Rockers. Albums by The Cure, Electric Light Orchestra, and Supertramp. Plaques 
list members of each band. The Cure: Robert Smith, Michael Dempsey, Laurence “Lol” Tolhurst. Electric Light Orchestra 
(ELO): Jeff Lynne, Bev Becan, Wil Gibson, Mike Edwards, Col,n Walker, Richard Randy, Mike Albuquerque. Supertramp: Roger 
Hodgson, Bob Seibenberg, D.C. Thompson, Richard Davies, John Anthony Helliwell. Multiple signatures on all three albums. 
Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Rock Star Gallery which reads that the signatures are authentic and dated April 15, 
2008. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500



83.   Dave Matthews Band Signed Electric Guitar

DMB is an American rock band with over 30 million records sold worldwide. The band is known for their annual summer-
long tours of the United States and Europe featuring lengthy improvisational renditions of their songs, accompanied by 
elaborate video and light shows. Guitar reads: Dave Matthews Band. Multiple signatures. Plaque lists band members Dave 
Matthews, Carter Beauford, Boyd Tinsley, LeRoi Moore, Stefan Lessard. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,500

84.   Led Zeppelin: Platinum Record - RIAA Certified

Led Zeppelin are widely considered one of the most successful, innovative and influential rock groups in history. They are 
one of the best-selling music artists in the history of audio recording; various sources estimate the group’s record sales at 
200 to 300 million units worldwide. With 111.5 million RIAA-certified units, they are the second-best-selling band in the 
United States. Each of their nine studio albums placed on the Billboard Top 10 and six reached the number-one spot. Rolling 
Stone Magazine described them as “the heaviest band of all time”, “the biggest band of the ‘70s” and “unquestionably one of 
the most enduring bands in rock history”. They were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1995; the museum’s 
biography of the band states that they were “as influential in that decade [the 1970s] as the Beatles were in the prior one”. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,500



85.   Electric Guitar Signed by Paul McCartney

The Beatles are regarded as the greatest and most influential band of the rock era with nearly 1 billion in record sales since 
their start in 1960. They were inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1988. Signed. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

86.   Various Albums: Great Crooners

Albums by Johnny Mathis, Nat King Cole, Dean Martin, each with signature. Nat King Cole, Signed LP which includes a 
Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International which reads that autograph is authentic and dated October 17, 
2007. Johnny Mathis,Signed Greatest Hits Album includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



87.   Van Morrison: Electric Guitar & Sheet Music

Van Morrison is a Northern Irish singer-songwriter and musician. His live performances at their best are described as 
mystical and transcendental. Morrison has received considerable acclaim, including six Grammy Awards, the Brit Award for 
Outstanding Contribution to Music, being inducted into both the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and the Songwriters Hall of 
Fame. Sheet music for “Brown Eyed Girl,” signed. Inscription on Guitar reads: “Van Morrison - Hey! Its too late to stop now - 
VM.” Includes Certificate of Authenticty from Antiquites that reads that the autograph is genuine signature and dated May 11, 
2009. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,500

88.   Various Albums: Straight-Ahead Rockers

Signed albums by Bob Seger and the Silver Bullet, Steppenwolf, and Bad Company. Bob Seger and the Silver Bullet album 
signed by Bob Seger; Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Rock Star Gallery which reads that the signature is authentic; 
dated April 18, 2008. Steppenwolf album signed by John Kay, Goldie McJohn, Jerry Edmonton, Michael Monarch, Rushton 
Moreve; includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities which read that signatures are authentic and dated March 28, 
2006. Bad Company album signed by Paul Rodgers, Boz Burrell, Mick Raphs, Simon Kirke; Includes Certificate of Authenticity 
from Rock Star Gallery which reads that the signatures are authentic; dated April 15, 2008. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,500



89.   Simon & Garfunkel: Acoustic Guitar

Simon and Garfunkel were an American music duo. Their last album, Bridge over Troubled Water, was their most successful 
album reaching number one in several countries, including the United States, and receiving 8_ platinum certification from 
the RIAA, making it their highest-selling studio album in the U.S. and second-highest album overall. Simon & Garfunkel have, 
at times, reunited to perform and sometimes tour together. They have done so in every decade since the 1970 breakup, 
most famously for 1981’s “The Concert in Central Park”, which attracted more than 500,000 people, making it the 7th-most 
attended concert in the history of music. In 2004, they were ranked No. 40 on Rolling Stone’s list of the 100 greatest artists 
of all time. Two signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

90.   The Eagles: Platinum Record - RIAA Certified

Hotel California Platinum Record, RIAA Certified. The Eagles are an American rock band. With five number-one singles, 
six Grammy Awards, five American Music Awards and six number one albums, the Eagles were one of the most successful 
musical acts of the 1970s, accumulating over 150 million albums sold. The band was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of 
Fame in 1998. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,500



91.   Derek and The Dominoes Signed Electric Guitar

Derek and the Dominoes was a blues band formed in the spring of 1970 by guitarist and singer Eric Clapton. The band only 
released one studio album, Layla and Other Assorted Love Songs, which went on to receive critical acclaim in 1972, two 
years after the album’s release. Multiple signatures on guitar. Plaque reads: Layla Sessions - Derek and the Dominoes - Eric 
Clapton, Duane Almond, Bobby Whitlock. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

92.   Various Albums: New Wave Superstars

Albums of Talking Heads, The Cars, and the Pretenders. All with multiple signatures. Plaque lists the name of each groups 
members. Talking Heads: David Byrne, Chris Frantz,Tina Weymouth, Jerry Harrison. The Cars: Benjamin Orr, Ric Ocasek, 
Greg Hawkes, Elliot Easton, David Robinson. The Pretenders: James Honeyman-Scott, Chrissie Hynde, Pete Farndon, Martin 
Chambers. Letter of Authenticity from Rock Star Gallery which reads that the signatures are authentic dated April 15, 2008. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,000 - $2,000



93.   Electric Guitar Autographed by The Doobie Brothers

Electric Guitar Autographed by The Doobie Brothers. The Doobie Brothers are an American rock band. The band has sold 
more than 40 million albums worldwide throughout their career. The group was inducted into The Vocal Group Hall of Fame 
in 2004. Multiple signatures. Plaque lists band members Michael Hassock, Michael McDonald, John McFee, Patrick Simmons, 
Tom Johnson. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,500

94.   Michael Jackson/ Van Halen Cymbal

Unique symbol commemorating Michael Jackson and Eddie Van Halen’s collaboration on “Beat It.” Eddie Van Halen played the 
song’s distinctive overdriven guitar solo. “Beat It” received the Grammy Awards for Record of the Year and Best Male Rock 
Vocal Performance, as well as two American Music Awards. It was inducted into the Music Video Producers Hall of Fame. 
“Beat It” (along with the song’s music video) propelled Thriller into becoming the best-selling album of all time. The single 
was certified platinum in the United States in 1989. Rolling Stone placed “Beat It” on the 344th spot of its list of “The 500 
Greatest Songs of All Time”. “Beat It” was also ranked number 81 on Rolling Stone’s “100 Greatest Guitar Songs of All Time”. 
Multiple signatures. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities international which reads that the signatures are 
genuine and dated July 7, 2009. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000



95.   Electric Guitar Signed by Journey

A 2005 USA Today opinion poll named Journey the fifth best American rock band in history. Their songs have become 
arena rock staples and are still played on rock radio stations across the world. They earned two gold albums, eight multi-
platinum albums, and one diamond album (including seven consecutive multi-platinum albums between 1978 and 1987). 
They have had eighteen Top 40 singles in the US. The band has sold 47 million albums in the U.S. and over 75 million records 
internationally, making them one of the world’s best-selling bands of all time. Plaque lists band members of Journey: Steve 
Perry, Neal Sehon, Ross Valory, Jonathan Cain, Steve Smith. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

96.   Various Albums: Influential European Rockers

Albums by Peter Gabriel, Van Morrison, and Badfinger. Multiple signatures. Includes Certificates of Authenticity from Rock Star 
Gallery. Multiple signatures. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,500



97.   Rolling Stones Signed Electric Guitar

The Rolling Stones were in the vanguard of the British Invasion of bands that became popular in the US in 1964_65.The 
Rolling Stones were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1989, and the UK Music Hall of Fame in 2004. Rolling 
Stone Magazine ranked them fourth on the “100 Greatest Artists of All Time” list, and their estimated album sales are above 
250 million. Plaque lists group members Mick Jagger, Bill Wyman, Keith Richards, Charlie Watts. Multiple signatures.Includes 
Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International stating that this signature is genuine and dated February 8, 2003. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,500 - $4,500

98.   Tom Petty, Neil Young, and Boston Album Covers

Tom Petty, Neil Young, and Boston Album Covers. Tom Petty: Long After Dark album, which includes Certificate of 
Authenticity from Rock Star Gallery. Boston: Studio album, which includes Certificate of Authenticity from Rock Star Gallery. 
Neil Young: Life album which includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000



99.   Sex Pistols Signed Electric Guitar

The Sex Pistols were an English punk rock band that formed in London in 1975. They were responsible for initiating the punk 
movement in the United Kingdom and inspiring many later punk and alternative rock musicians. Although their original career 
lasted just two-and-a-half years and produced only four singles and one studio album (Never Mind the Bollocks, Here’s the 
Sex Pistols), they are regarded as one of the most influential acts in the history of popular music. They were inducted into 
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2006 but refused to attend the ceremony. Plaque lists band members Johnny Rotten, Paul 
Cook, Sid Vicious, Steve Jones. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,500

100.   Various Albums: Influential Bands

Albums by Earth Wind & Fire, The Pretenders, and Three Dog Night. Each with multiple signatures. Earth Wind & Fire: 
Maurice White, Verdine White, Donald Whitehead, Wade Flemons, Michael Beale, Phillard Williams, Alex Thomas, Chester 
Washington, Leslie Drayton, that includes a Certificate of Authentication which reads the signatures are authentic. The 
Pretenders: James Honeyman-Scott, Pete Farndon, Chrissie Hynde, Martin Chambers, Inludes Certificate of Authenticity from 
Rock Star Gallery which read that signatures are authentic and dated April 15, 2008. Three Dog Night: Danny Hutton, Chuck 
Negron, Cory Wells, Mike Allsup, Floyd Sneed, Jimmy Greenspoon, Joe Schermie, includes Certificate of Authenticity from 
Rock Star Gallery which reads that the signatures are authentic dated April 15, 2008. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,500



101.   Acoustic Guitar Signed by Garth Brooks

Garth Brooks is an American country music singer and songwriter. His eponymous first album was released in 1989 and 
peaked at number 2 in the US country album chart while climbing to number 13 on the Billboard 200 album chart. Brooks’ 
integration of rock elements into his recordings and live performances earned him immense popularity. He was inducted into 
the Country Music Hall of Fame in 2012 and has been awarded two Grammies. Inscription reads: God Bless - Garth Brooks. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

102.   Various Albums: Influential European Rockers

Various Albums: Influential European Rockers. Albums by Faces, Yes, and Traffic. Plaques list members of each band. Faces: 
Ronnie Wood, Ronnie Lane, Rod Stewart, Ian McLagan, Kenney Jones. Yes: Jobs Anderson, Steve Howe, Bill Bruford, Chris 
Squire, Rick Wakeman. Traffic: Steve Winwood, Chris Wood, Jim Capaldi, Dave Hood, includes Certificate of Authenticity from 
Rock Star Gallery which reads that the signaures are authentic. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,500



103.   Jim Croce Signed Acoustic Guitar

Jim Croce was an American singer-songwriter. Between 1966 and 1973, Croce released five studio albums and 11 singles. 
His singles “Bad, Bad Leroy Brown” and “Time in a Bottle” were both number one hits on the US Billboard Hot 100 chart. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

104.   The Eagles: Gold Record - RIAA Certified

Hotel California Gold Record, RIAA Certified. The Eagles are an American rock band. With five number-one singles, six 
Grammy Awards, five American Music Awards and six number one albums, the Eagles were one of the most successful 
musical acts of the 1970s, accumulating over 150 million albums sold. The band was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of 
Fame in 1998. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000



105.   Blind Faith: Signed Acoustic Guitar and Album

Blind Faith was an English blues rock band, composed of Eric Clapton, Ginger Baker, Steve Winwood, and Ric Grech. The 
band, which was one of the first “super-groups”, released their only album, Blind Faith, in August 1969.They helped pioneer 
the genre of blues/rock fusion. Upon its release in July of 1969, Blind Faith topped both the UK chart and Billboard’s chart for 
Pop Album in the U.S., and peaked at No. 40 on the Black Albums chart _ an impressive feat for a British rock quartet. The 
album sold more than half a million copies within the first month of its release and was a hugely profitable. Eric Clapton was 
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2000. Multiple signatures on album cover. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,500

106.   Beatles: Abbey Road (Gold Record - RIAA Certified)

Beatles: Abbey Road (Gold Record - RIAA Certified). The Beatles are regarded as the greatest and most influential band of 
the rock era with nearly 1 billion in record sales since their start in 1960. They were inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall of 
Fame in 1988. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000



107.   Pink Floyd Autographed Guitar

Pink Floyd was an English rock band formed in London. They achieved international acclaim with their progressive and 
psychedelic music. Distinguished by their use of philosophical lyrics, sonic experimentation, and elaborate live shows, they are 
one of the most commercially successful and musically influential groups in the history of popular music.Pink Floyd as one of 
the most commercially successful and influential rock bands of all time. They sold over 250 million records worldwide and 
were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1996 and the UK Music Hall of Fame in 2005. Includes Certificate of 
Authenticity from Antiquities International which states the signature is genuine and dated February 5, 2003. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

108.   Stevie Ray Vaughn & Double Trouble Drumhead

Stevie Ray Vaughn & Double Trouble Drumhead. Drumhead with multiple signatures. Stevie Ray Vaughn was an American 
musician, singer, songwriter, and record producer. In spite of a short-lived mainstream career spanning seven years, he is 
widely considered one of the most influential electric guitarists in the history of blues music, and one of the most important 
figures in the revival of blues in the 1980s. He received six Grammy Awards and ten Austin Music Awards, he was inducted 
into the Blues Hall of Fame in 2000 and the Musicians Hall of Fame in 2014. Rolling Stone ranked Vaughan as the twelfth 
greatest guitarist of all time. Plaque lists members of Double Trouble: Stevie Ray Vaughn, Reese Wynans, Chris Layton, Tom 
Shannon, Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,500 - $4,500



109.   Bob Marley: Acoustic Guitar and Album

Bob Marley was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of fame in 1994. Includes a forensic letter from Christopher Morales 
which reads that the Bob Marley signatures appear genuine. Certificate of Authenticity from Rock Star Gallery which reads 
that the signature is authentic ; dated April 18, 2008. “His voice was an omnipresent cry in our electronic world. His sharp 
features, majestic looks, and prancing style a vivid etching on the landscape of our minds. Bob Marley was never seen. He was 
an experience which left an indelible imprint with each encounter. Such a man cannot be erased from the mind. He is part of 
the collective consciousness of the nation.” - Jamaican Prime Minister Edward Seaga’s eulogy of Bob Marley. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $4,000 - $5,000

110.   

Buddy Holly was an American musician and singer-songwriter and a pioneer of rock and roll. Although his success lasted only 
a year and a half before his death in an airplane crash, Holly is described by critic Bruce Eder as “the single most influential 
creative force in early rock and roll.” His works and innovations inspired and influenced contemporary and later musicians, 
notably the Beatles, Elvis Costello, the Rolling Stones, and Bob Dylan, and exerted a profound influence on popular music. In 
2004, Rolling Stone magazine ranked Holly number 13 on its list of the 100 greatest artists of all time. He was inducted into 
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1986. Includes Forensic letter from Christopher Morales which reads that the Buddy Holly 
signature appears to be genuine on the acoustic guitar as well as a Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $10,000 - $15,000

Buddy Holly: Acoustic Guitar and Album 
(Chirping Crickets)



111.   Rolling Stones: Platinum Record - RIAA Certified

Rolling Stones: Platinum Record - RIAA Certified. RIAA Certified Platinum Record of Rolling Stones album Tattoo You. The 
Rolling Stones were in the vanguard of the British Invasion of bands that became popular in the US in 1964_65. The Rolling 
Stones were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1989, and the UK Music Hall of Fame in 2004. Rolling Stone 
magazine ranked them fourth on the “100 Greatest Artists of All Time” list, and their estimated album sales are above 250 
million. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International stating that this signature is genuine and dated 
February 8, 2003. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

112.   Sam The Roady: Electric Guitar

This item represents the unique story of a 1950s sound engineer who insisted on having his Kent Electric Guitar signed by 
artists whom he recognized as rising superstars. This unique piece displays some of the best and the most brilliant stars in the 
rock entertainment world. He collected an anthology of amazing signatures, unlike any other. The guitar was acquired through 
his estate sale and is one-of-a-kind.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $10,000 - $15,000



113.   Frank Sinatra Signed Acoustic Guitar

Frank Sinatra was an American singer, actor, director, film producer, and conductor. Sinatra is one of the best-selling artists of 
all time, having sold more than 150 million records worldwide. includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities which 
reads that the autograph is genuine signature and dated October 1, 2003. He was honored at the Kennedy Center Honors 
in 1983 and was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom by Ronald Reagan in 1985 and the Congressional Gold Medal 
in 1997. Sinatra was also the recipient of eleven Grammy Awards, including the Grammy Trustees Award, Grammy Legend 
Award and the Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $4,000 - $6,000

114.   Beatles: White Album

The Beatles are regarded as the greatest and most influential band of the rock era with nearly 1 billion in record sales since 
their start in 1960. They were inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1988. Includes Certificate of Authenticity which 
reads that the item is genuine and authentic; dated April 28, 2010. This unique album cover includes 54 signatures of the 
Beatles’ family members and relatives, managers, fellow musicians, producers, writers, press agents, closest friends and of 
course, the fab four themselves! These autographs were collected by the (now retired) owner of Pepperland, the famous and 
legendary Beatles’ museum and superstore. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $8,000 - $10,000



115.   Electric Guitar Autographed by Queen

Queen are a British rock band formed in London in 1970, originally consisting of Freddie Mercury (lead vocals, piano), Brian 
May (guitar, vocals), John Deacon (bass guitar), and Roger Taylor (drums, vocals). Queen’s earliest works were influenced 
by progressive rock, hard rock and heavy metal, but the band gradually ventured into more conventional and radio-friendly 
works, incorporating further diverse styles into their music. Estimates of their record sales generally range from 150 million to 
300 million records, making them one of the world’s best-selling music artists. They received the Outstanding Contribution to 
British Music Award from the British Phonographic Industry in 1990, and were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 
in 2001. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $4,000 - $6,000

116.   Hofner Bass Guitar signed by The Beatles

The Beatles are regarded as the greatest and most influential band of the rock era with nearly 1 billion in record sales since 
their start in 1960. They were inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1988. This Hofner Bass, sometimes call the 
Beatles’ Bass, has numerous scratches on the wood possibly caused by the left-handed Paul McCartney. Multiple signatures. 
Includes Certificate of Authentity from Antiquities International. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $20,000 - $30,000



117.   Collection of Autographed Drumheads

Unique drumhead collection. Unique collection of 3 drumheads. Includes letter of Authenticity from Antiquites which reads 
that the signature is genuine and authentic dated May 21, 2010. Plaques list names John Cougar Mellencamp; Pearl Jam: 
Eddie Vedder, Jeff Ament, Stone Gossard, Mike McCready, Dave,Krusen; Rush: Neil Peart, Alex Lifeson, Geddy Lee. Includes 
Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

118.   Hank Williams Jr.: Electric Guitar and Sheet Music

Hank Williams was an American singer-songwriter and musician. Regarded as one of the most significant and influential 
country music musicians of all time, Williams recorded 35 singles (five released posthumously) that would place in the Top 
10 of the Billboard Country & Western Best Sellers chart, including 11 that ranked number one. Plaque reads: Hank Williams 
Sheet Music / Hank Williams Jr Guitar. Both with signature. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International 
which reads that the autographs are genuine. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,500 - $4,500



119.   Beatles: Sgt. Pepper Lonely Hearts Club Band Picture Disc

The Beatles are regarded as the greatest and most influential band of the rock era with nearly 1 billion in record sales since 
their start in 1960. They were inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1988. Multiple signatures. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $8,000 - $12,000

120.   Electric Guitar Autographed by Nirvana

Nirvana was an American rock band that was formed by singer/guitarist Kurt Cobain and bassist Krist Novoselic in Aberdeen 
in 1987. Despite releasing only three full-length studio albums in their seven-year career, Nirvana has come to be regarded 
as one of the most influential and important rock bands of the modern era. The band has sold over 25 million records in the 
United States alone, and over 75 million records worldwide. Nirvana was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in its 
first year of eligibility, in 2014. Multiple inscriptions and signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $4,000 - $6,000



121.   Janis Joplin: Acoustic Guitar and Album (Cheap Thrills)

Janis Joplin: Acoustic Guitar and Album (Cheap Thrills). Janis Joplin was an American singer-songwriter who first rose to fame 
in the late 1960s as the lead singer of the psychedelic-acid rock band Big Brother and the Holding Company. Her first ever 
large scale public performance was at the Monterey Pop Festival, this led her to becoming very popular and one of the major 
attractions to the Woodstock festival and the Festival Express train tour. Rolling Stone ranked Joplin number 46 on its list 
of the “100 Greatest Artists of All Time” in 2004, and number 28 on its 2008 list of “100 Greatest Singers of All Time.” She 
was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1995. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International 
which reads that autographs are genuine dated June 19, 2009. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $10,000 - $14,000

122.   Pink Floyd: Gold Record - RIAA Certified

Pink Floyd RIAA Certified Gold Record for A Momentary Lapse of Reason. Awarded to drummer, Carmine Appice. Pink 
Floyd was an English rock band formed in London. They achieved international acclaim with their progressive and psychedelic 
music. Distinguished by their use of philosophical lyrics, sonic experimentation, and elaborate live shows, they are one of 
the most commercially successful and musically influential groups in the history of popular music. Pink Floyd as one of the 
most commercially successful and influential rock bands of all time. They sold over 250 million records worldwide and were 
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1996 and the UK Music Hall of Fame in 2005. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,500



123.   Traveling Willburies: Electric Guitar and Album

The Traveling Wilburys were an English-American supergroup consisting of Bob Dylan, George Harrison, Jeff Lynne, Roy 
Orbison, and Tom Petty. They were awarded a Grammy for Best Rock Performance by a Duo or Group in 1989. Multiple 
signatures on guitar and album. Includes certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities which read that the signatures are genuine 
and authentic dated September 23, 2010.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $5,000 - $7,000

124.  

Founded at Nashville, Tennessee in 1958, the Country Music Association (CMA) is the earliest and most influential promoter 
of the country music genre. The “Country Music Entertainer of the Year” is its most esteemed and prestigious prize. It 
includes a letter from Michael Still confirming that the autographs are genuine. There is also a letter from David Abbott 
stating that the signatures are authenic. There is a letter from Drew V Max stating that the signatures are authentic. Plaques 
list Country Music Entertainer of the winners from 1967 to 2009. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $12,000 - $15,000

 Country Music Entertainer of the Year (1967-2009): 
Acoustic Guitar



125.   David Bowie: China Girl (Platinum Record)

David Bowie was an English pop musician known for his music from the 1970s, selling over 140 million albums worldwide. 
In the United Kingdom he was awarded 9 Platinum, 11 Gold and 8 Silver albums, and in the Unted states 5 Platinum and 
7 Gold. He was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1996. Album cover with 2 signatures. Plaque reads: David 
Bowie - Stevie Ray Vaughn - China Girl. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $5,000

126.   Guitar Legends of Rock: Electric Guitar

One of a kind guitar with multiple signtaures. Plaques list rock and roll legends that represent the heart of the genre: Eric 
Clapton, Neil Young, Pete Townshend, Carlos Santana, James Taylor, Eddie Van Halen, Jeff Beck, Buddy Guy, Frank Beard, Billy 
Gibbons, Steve Vai, Johnny Lang, B.B. King, Joe Walsh, Dave Matthews, Keith Richards, Mick Fleetwood, Joe Perry, Robert Cray, 
Neal Schon, Joe Satriani, Bo Diddley. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $8,000 - $12,000



127.   Lynard Skynyrd Autographed Electric Guitar

Lynyrd Skynyrd is an American rock band best known for popularizing the southern hard-rock genre during the 1970s. In 
2004, Rolling Stone ranked the group No. 95 on their list of the “100 Greatest Artists of All Time.” In 2005, the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame announced that Lynyrd Skynyrd would be inducted alongside Black Sabbath, Blondie, Miles Davis, and the Sex 
Pistols. They were inducted in the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in Manhattan on March 13, 2006. Plaque lists members of Lynard 
Skynyrd: Ronnie Van Zant, Steve Gaines, Leon Wilkenson, Billy Powell, Allen Collins, Gary Rossington, Artimus Pyle. Multiple 
signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $5,000 - $7,000

128.   Beatles: Early Greatest Hits (Album - Vinyl)

The Beatles are regarded as the greatest and most influential band of the rock era with nearly 1 billion in record sales since 
their start in 1960. They were inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1988. Multiple signatures. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $10,000 - $12,000



129.   Roy Orbison Signed Electric Guitar

Rob Orbison also known by the nickname The Big O, was an American singer-songwriter, best known for his trademark 
sunglasses, distinctive, powerful voice, complex compositions, and dark emotional ballads. Orbison was initiated into the 
second class of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1987 by longtime admirer Bruce Springsteen. The same year he was 
inducted into the Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame, and the Songwriters Hall of Fame two years later. Rolling Stone placed 
Orbison at number 37 on their list of “The Greatest Artists of All Time,” and number 13 on their list of The 100 Greatest 
Singers of All Time. In 2002, Billboard listed Orbison at number 74 in the Top 600 recording artists. Inscribed: Roy Orbison 
Sun Records. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $5,000 - $7,000

130.   Beatles: Rubber Soul (Platinum Record - RIAA Certified)

Beatles: Rubber Soul (Platinum Record - RIAA Certified). The Beatles are regarded as the greatest and most influential band 
of the rock era with nearly 1 billion in record sales since their start in 1960. They were inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall of 
Fame in 1988. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $8,000 - $12,000



131.   Electric Guitar Autographed by Johnny Cash

Inscription on guitar reads: “Because your mine I walk the line - Johnny Cash.” Plaque reads: Johnny Cash / The Man in Black. 
Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $6,000 - $8,000

132.   “We Are The World” Electric Guitar

“We Are the World” is a song and charity single originally recorded by the supergroup USA for Africa in 1985. Co-written 
by Michael Jackson and Lionel Richie, and produced by Quincy Jones, the song sold over 20 million copies globally. In 1985, 
it was recorded at A&M recording studio in Hollywood, CA. Forty-five musicians attended the session. It was showcased 
on that evening at the annual American Music Awards ceremony hosted by Dick Clark. Plaque lists attendees names: Dan 
Aykroyd, Harry Belafonte, Lindsey Buckingham (of Fleetwood Mac), Kim Carnes, Bob Dylan, Daryl Hall (Hall & Oates), 
Michael Jackson, Billy Joel, Quincy Jones, Cyndi Lauper, Kenny Loggins (Loggins & Messina) Bette Midler, John Oates (Hall & 
Oates) Steve Perry (Journey), the Pointer Sisters (Anita, June, and Ruth), Lionel Richie, Smokey Robinson (formerly of the 
Miracles), Diana Ross (formerly of the Supremes), Paul Simon, Bruce Springsteen, Tina Turner, Dionne Warwick. Includes a 
Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International which reads that the autographs listed are genuine signatures dated 
June 15, 2007. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $20,000 - $30,000



133.   Pink Floyd: Guitar, Drumhead, Album

Pink Floyd was an English rock band formed in London. They achieved international acclaim with their progressive and 
psychedelic music. Distinguished by their use of philosophical lyrics, sonic experimentation, and elaborate live shows, they are 
one of the most commercially successful and musically influential groups in the history of popular music. Pink Floyd as one 
of the most commercially successful and influential rock bands of all time. They sold over 250 million records worldwide and 
were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1996 and the UK Music Hall of Fame in 2005. Multiple signatures on 
guitar, drumhead and album. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,500 - $4,500

134.   Carlos Santana Autographed Electric Guitar

Carlos Santana is a Mexican-American musician who first became famous in the late 1960s and early 1970s with his band, 
Santana, which pioneered a fusion of rock and Latin American music. In 2003 Rolling Stone listed Santana at number 20 on 
their list of the “100 Greatest Guitarists of All Time.” He has won 10 Grammy Awards and three Latin Grammy Awards. He 
was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1998. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000



135.   Jimi Hendrix: Woodstock Guitar Strap

Jimi Hendrix’s guitar strap from the Woodstock Music Festival. Jimi Hendrix was an American musician, singer, and songwriter. 
Although his mainstream career spanned only four years, he is widely regarded as one of the most influential electric 
guitarists in the history of popular music, and one of the most celebrated musicians of the 20th century. The Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame describes him as “arguably the greatest instrumentalist in the history of rock music”. Hendrix was inducted into 
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1992 and the UK Music Hall of fame in 2005. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from 
Startifacts which reads that this guitar strap is authentic; dated April 30, 2008. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

136.   Moody Blues: Electric Guitar & Album

The Moody Blues are an English rock band. Among their innovations was a fusion with classical music, as heard in their 1967 
album Days of Future Passed. The Moody Blues have sold more than 55 million albums worldwide and have been awarded 
18 platinum and gold discs. As of 2014 they remain active with one member from the original 1964 band and two more 
from the 1967 lineup. Multiple signatures. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International which reads that 
the signatures are authentic and dated January 30, 2002. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000



137.   Elvis Presley: Signed Guitar and Records

Elvis Presley was an American singer and actor. Regarded as one of the most significant cultural icons of the 20th century, he 
is often referred to as “the King of Rock and Roll”, or simply, “the King”. He sold an estimated 600 million records worldwide, 
was nominated for 14 competitive Grammys and received the Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award at the age of 36. He 
was also inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1986. Signed Kalamazoo electric guitar.Includes 8 records: “Jailhouse 
Rock,” “If I Can Dream” “Don’t, “I Want you, I Need You, I Love You,” “Its Now or Never,” “Return to Sender,” “Are You 
Lonesome Tonight?” “Can’t Help Falling in Love.” Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $10,000 - $15,000

138.   Eric Clapton Autographed Electric Guitar

Eric Clapton is an English musician, guitarist, singer and songwriter. He is the only three-time inductee to the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame: once as a solo artist and separately as a member of the Yardbirds and Cream. Clapton has been referred to 
as one of the most important and influential guitarists of all time. Clapton ranked second in Rolling Stone’s list of the “100 
Greatest Guitarists of All Time” and fourth in Gibson’s “Top 50 Guitarists of All Time.” Squier Stratocaster with signature. 
Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities that states this autograph is genuineand dated February 8, 2003. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000



139.   Various Albums: Rock Legends

Albums by The Beach Boys, Elton John, and The Who. Plaques list the members of The Beach Boys and The Who. Multiple 
signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

140.   Allman Brothers Signed Electric Guitar

The Allman Brothers Band were considerably influential within the Southern United States. Their arrival on the musical scene 
paved the way for several notable southern rock acts including Lynyrd Skynyrd, the Marshall Tucker Band and Wet Willie - 
to achieve commercial success, and also “almost single-handedly” made Capricorn Records into a major independent label. 
They were induced into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1995 and received Grammy Awards for Best Rock Instrumental 
Performance and Lifetime Achievement in 1996 and 2012. Multiple signatures. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $6,000 - $8,000



141.  

Led Zeppelin are widely considered one of the most successful, innovative and influential rock groups in history. They are 
one of the best-selling music artists in the history of audio recording; various sources estimate the group’s record sales at 
200 to 300 million units worldwide. With 111.5 million RIAA-certified units, they are the second-best-selling band in the 
United States. Each of their nine studio albums placed on the Billboard Top 10 and six reached the number-one spot. Rolling 
Stone magazine described them as “the heaviest band of all time”, “the biggest band of the ‘70s” and “unquestionably one of 
the most enduring bands in rock history”. They were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1995; the museum’s 
biography of the band states that they were “as influential in that decade [the 1970s] as the Beatles were in the prior 
one”. Plaque lists members of Led Zeppelin Jimmy Page, Robert Plant, John Bonham, John Paul Jones. Guitar with multiple 
signatures. Whole Lot of Love Gold Record from a limited edition of 5,000. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $4,000 - $6,000

142.   

Jimi Hendrix was an American musician, singer, and songwriter. Although his mainstream career spanned only four years, 
he is widely regarded as one of the most influential electric guitarists in the history of popular music, and one of the 
most celebrated musicians of the 20th century. The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame describes him as “arguably the greatest 
instrumentalist in the history of rock music”. Hendrix was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1992 and the UK 
Music Hall of fame in 2005. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International which reads that the autograph 
is genuine and dated June 22, 2009. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $10,000 - $15,000

 Led Zeppelin: Guitar and Record (Whole Lot of 
Love - Limited Edition)

Jimi Hendrix: Acoustic Guitar and Album (Are You 
Experienced)



143.   Various Albums: Rock Legends of the 70s

Albums by Big Brother and the Holding Company with Janice Joplin, The Doors, and Jefferson Airplane. Plaques identify the 
artists. Multiple signatures. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $4,000 - $6,000

144.   Acoustic Guitar Autographed by Chicago

Chicago is an American rock band formed in 1967 in Chicago, Illinois. The self-described “rock and roll band with horns” 
began as a politically charged, sometimes experimental, rock band and later moved to a predominantly softer sound, 
generating several hit ballads.Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities International which reads that the 
autograph is genuine dated January 30, 2003. The group had a steady stream of hits throughout the 1970s and 1980s. Second 
only to The Beach Boys in Billboard singles and albums chart success among American bands, Chicago is one of the longest-
running and most successful rock groups, and one of the world’s best-selling groups of all time, having sold more than 100 
million records. Includes Certificate of Authenticity Multiple signatures. Framed.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000



145.   Jimmy Buffett Signed Electric Guitar

Jimmy Buffett is an American singer-songwriter. Of the over 30 albums he released as of October 2007, 8 are Gold Albums 
and 9 Platinum or Multi Platinum. In 2003 Buffett won his first ever Country Music Award (CMA) for his song “It’s 5 O’clock 
Somewhere” with Alan Jackson, and was nominated again in 2007 for the CMA Event of the Year Award for his song “Hey 
Good Lookin” which featured Alan Jackson and George Strait. Buffett describes his musical style as “Drunken Caribbean Rock 
‘n Roll.”

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000

146.   Billy Joel Autographed Items

Billy Joel is an American Pianist, singer-songwriter, and composer and has become the sixth best-selling recording artist and 
third best-selling solo artist in the United States. Includes Letter of Authenticity from My Generation Inc that states this item 
has been certified as an authentic Billy Joel Autograph on the Greatest Hits LP on July 27, 1998. He was inducted into the 
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1999 and has won six Grammy Awards, including Album of the Year. Signed guitar, album, mic, 
pic and ticket. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000



147.   Concert for NYC - 2001

This is the only autographed guitar from the Concert for New York City. The concert was held on October 20, 2001 at 
Madison Square Garden in NYC in response to the September 11 attacks. The concert honored the first responders from 
the New York City Fire Department and New York City Police Department, their families, those lost in the attacks and those 
who had worked in the ongoing rescue and recovery efforts in the weeks since that time. Includes Certificate of Authenticity 
from Antiquities which reads that the autographs are genuine and authentic; dated August 2, 2010. Over 60 stars that 
participated in the concert signed unique memorabilia backstage at Madison Square Garden that was later auctioned off to 
support the Robin Hood Foundation. Signatures of Bill and Hillary Clinton, Governor George Pataki, Donald Trump, Sir Paul 
McCartney, Sir Elton John, Billy Joel, Jay-Z, Melissa Etheridge, Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Pete Townshend, Roger Daltrey and 
John Entwistle (of The Who), James Taylor, John Mellencamp, Sheryl Crow, Felicia Collins, Kid Rock, Macy Gray, Richie Sambora 
& Tico Torres (both of Bon Jovi), Robert De Niro, Will Ferrell, Billy Crystal, Mike Myers, Dan Ackroyd, Michael J. Fox, James 
Lipton, and Tom Van Essen of the New York Fire Department. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $8,000 - $12,000

148.   Country Music Legends, Acoustic Guitar

Acoustic guitar with multiple signatures,relating to country music all stars that represent the heart of the genre. Plaques list 
the names: Clint Black, Garth Brooks, Kenny Chesney, Faith Hill, Alan Jackson, Martina McBride, Reba McEntire, Tim McGraw, 
George Strait, Carrie Underwood, Keith Urban. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000



149.   Frank Sinatra: My Way (Limited Edition Gold Record)

Frank Sinatra: My Way (Limited Edition Gold Record). Frank Sinatra was an American singer, actor, director, film producer, and 
conductor. Sinatra is one of the best-selling artists of all time, having sold more than 150 million records worldwide. He was 
honored at the Kennedy Center Honors in 1983 and was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom by Ronald Reagan 
in 1985 and the Congressional Gold Medal in 1997. Sinatra was also the recipient of eleven Grammy Awards, including the 
Grammy Trustees Award, Grammy Legend Award and the Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award. Edition number 3,738 of 
5,000. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500

150.   Led Zeppelin III (Platinum Record - RIAA Certified)

Led Zeppelin III (Platinum Record - RIAA Certified). Led Zeppelin are widely considered one of the most successful, 
innovative and influential rock groups in history. They are one of the best-selling music artists in the history of audio 
recording; various sources estimate the group’s record sales at 200 to 300 million units worldwide. With 111.5 million RIAA-
certified units, they are the second-best-selling band in the United States. Each of their nine studio albums placed on the 
Billboard Top 10 and six reached the number-one spot. Rolling Stone described them as “the heaviest band of all time”, “the 
biggest band of the ‘70s” and “unquestionably one of the most enduring bands in rock history”. They were inducted into the 
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1995; the museum’s biography of the band states that they were “as influential in that decade 
[the 1970s] as the Beatles were in the prior one”. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000



151.   Luciano Pavarotti Signed Photograph

Luciano Pavarotti was an Italian operatic tenor who also crossed over into popular music, eventually becoming one of the 
most commercially successful tenors of all time. He made numerous recordings of complete operas and individual arias, 
gaining worldwide fame for the brilliance and beauty of his tone-especially into the upper register-and eventually established 
himself as one of the finest tenors of the 20th century. Signed. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $500 - $700

152.   Rat Pack Photographs

Photographs of Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy Davis Jr, Joey Bishop, and Peter Lawford. The Rat Pack was a group of 
actors originally centered on Humphrey Bogart. In the mid-1960s it was the name used by the press and the general public 
to refer to a later variation of the group, after Bogart’s death, that called itself “the Summit” or “the Clan,” featuring Frank 
Sinatra, Sammy Davis, Jr., Dean Martin, Joey Bishop, and Peter Lawford; they appeared together on stage and in films in the 
early 1960s, including the movies Ocean’s 11, Sergeants 3, and Robin and the 7 Hoods (in the last film, Bing Crosby replaced 
Lawford). Sinatra, Martin, and Davis were regarded as the group’s lead members. 6 photographs framed together.

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



153.   The Eagles Signed Acoustic Guitar

The Eagles are an American rock band. With five number-one singles, six Grammy Awards, five American Music Awards and 
six number one albums, the Eagles were one of the most successful musical acts of the 1970s, accumulating over 150 million 
albums sold. The band was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1998. Plaque lists band members Don Henley, 
Don Felder, Joe Walsh, Glenn Frey, Timothy B. Schmit. Multiple signatures. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $5,000 - $7,000

154.   Various Autographed Drumheads

Unique drumhead collection. Plaques list names of group members of The Animals, The Carpenters, Boston, Dave Matthews 
Band, and Patsy Cline. Includes Certificate of Authenticity from Antiquities which reads that the signatures are genuine and 
authentic. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $2,000 - $3,000
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155.   The Who: Tommy (Gold Record)

The Who are one of the most influential rock groups of the 1960s and 1970s. The group has been credited with originating 
the “rock opera” and it made one of the first notable concept albums. Their contributions to rock iconography include the 
power chord, windmill strum, the Marshall Stack, and the guitar smash. The band had an impact on fashion from their earliest 
days with their embrace of pop art and their use of the Union Jack for clothing. Framed

Condition: Please review our Terms and Conditions carefully
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000



200.   

Serial#: JT14052160. This reissue Gretsch G6122 1962 Country Gentleman Classic is based on the 1962 Gretsch Country 
Gentleman that George Harrison played with the Beatles. Features of this classic double-cutaway model include dual High 
Sensitive FilteríTron humbucking pickups, three-piece Maple neck, ebony fingerboard with Neo Classic “thumbnail” inlays, 
double mutes, back pad, gold plexi pickguard, gold-plated hardware, and a Bigsby B6G vibrato tailpiece. This example, which 
was built in 2014 at Gretsch’s Terada factory in Japan, has a laminated walnut stain finish maple body looks like new.

Condition: VG+; “factory fresh”
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,500

201.   1920 A. Galiano Grand Concert Guitar

The first quarter of the 20th Century in New York saw the establishment of what has become referred to recently as 
“The Italian Guild”- a set of affiliated small retail stores and instrument workshops operated by Italian immigrant luthier/
businessmen including Antonio Cerrito, Raphael Ciani, J. Nettuno, Nicolai Turturro and others. Some of these craftsmen 
appear to have had ties to the Oscar Schmidt Company’s instrument factory in nearby Jersey City, NJ, builders of the iconic 
“Stella” guitars. While often similar in design, the instruments produced in the small Little Italy shops exhibit a much higher 
level of craftsmanship and original detail than Schmidt factory products. Many of these instruments were labeled “Galiano”, 
a non-specific brand name that appears to have been shared by several of the shops on both hand-made and re-labeled 
factory product.  This Grand Concert flattop was constructed in 1920 and contains many noteworthy (and aesthetically-
pleasing) features. Made of highly-resonant Brazilian Rosewood, this instrument has retained both its beauty and its tone 
after nearly 100 years. Complete with stately purfling matching its rosette, this Galiano most notably features a vine inlay that 
adorns nearly the entire fretboard. Comes with modern case.

Condition: VG+; missing endpin, surface scratches on the top, back, and sides; a few cracks on the top, some seam separation 
on the lower back bout on the sides of the backstrip.
Estimate: $5,500 - $7,500

2014 Gretsch G6122 1962 Chet Atkins Country 
Gentleman Classic, Robert Yelin Collection



202.

INSTRUMENT
TO COME

203.   

Handmade in Italy, this Classical-style guitar was made specifically for George Benson. The Spruce top sports a double-
patterned rosette and slainted bridge with a Mother-of-Pearl inlay.

Condition: 
Estimate: $4,000 - $5,000

Ragghianti Custom Classical Guitar, George Benson 
Collection



204.   c. 1950s Gibson L-7C

Serial#: A4770 V07083. The Gibson L-7C is a wonderful mid-level acoustic archtop guitar with a rounded Venetian 
cutaway that provides easier access to the upper frets. Boasting a 17-inch body, the L-7C produces a big, powerful tone 
with impressive volume projection. Features include dual-parallelogram inlays on the bound rosewood fretboard, bound 
headstock, fully multi-bound body, layered pickguard, tulip tuners, and classic trapeze tailpiece. The 25-1/2” scale and X-bracing 
deliver surprising snap and volume with unsurpassed tonal integrity.  *I think this was actually a 1950 or 1956 guitar from 
Kalamazoo, not a newer Bozeman product. FON/Serial numbers plus condition seem to confirm this. Would need to see 
numbers again to verify. Price estimate is for ‘50s version

Condition: G; warped pickguard, few surface dings on top, light finish checking, broken and corroded pickguard base
Estimate: $4,000 - $5,000

205.   c. 1900 Joseph Bohmann Jumbo, Lowenstein Collection

Pat. May.18.90. Serial#: 427962. This jumbo guitar is perhaps the stellar achievement of Joseph Bohmann’s guitar-making 
career, though not his most elaborate instrument. All parts are original, including the bridge and tuners. It is at least 60 years 
ahead of its time in size, construction, and volume. Painstakingly restored to its original condition by master luthier Paris 
Banchetti, this guitar has back and sides of solid master grade Birdseye Maple and a solid top of what appears to be Sitka 
Spruce, designed as a modern jumbo with dimensions portending the modern archtop guitar. Though ahead of its time 
in design, its wood harkens back to an age where there were still massive old growth trees. The back is one solid piece 
of Birdseye Maple, which could only come from a tree before the modern era. (It is not a book matched set.) The bridge 
is the now classic, mature Bohmann style, where he has used brass for a saddle support and small brass wood screws as 
string guides for precise spacing and height. The high radius fretboard is perfectly shaped for the guitarist’s hand while being 
reminiscent of Bohmann’s violin-making skills, and the tuners are proprietary high ratio enclosed style, requiring a unique 
piece of woodworking on the headstock at a time when most other luthiers were using slot head designs so that standard 
tuners could be mixed and matched. Most unusual is the size which provides a booming sound from the Maple. Parlor 
guitars, mostly played by women at the turn of the century, had short scales and small bodies. This is a performance-ready 
guitar, to be played by a man outside the parlor. The geometric shaped inlays are classic Bohmann in their post-modern 
design. The guitar has the construct of a presentation guitar, without binding or an elaborate rosette.

Condition: Good playable condition; some scratches on back, cracks below bridge, one crack on top
Estimate: $7,000 - $10,000



206.   

Serial#: No serial number. This mandolin is one of only eight known Stahl mandolins with a three-point body and its 
distinctive scroll. The same idea is seen on a small number of Maurer and Euphonon-made mandolins. The high arch built 
into the top and back is accomplished by bend the wood over the braces which provides a large chamber for the sound to 
resonate. This instrument exudes a very large volume with more than ample sustain. The 14” scale length gives a mellow but 
gutsy sound. Brazilian rosewood back and sides compliment a nicely-grained spruce top. The top, back, and heel-plate have 
multi-ply bindings which add to the beauty of the Euphonon-style purflings. Mahogany neck with ebony fingerboard complete 
with pearl fret dots and position dots in the binding. The only non-original parts are the tailpiece and its engraved cover, but 
they are common to the Larson brands and fit the footprint of the original holes. The tuners are original and work nicely. 
Comes with form-fitting Golden Gate hard case sporting minimal wear.

Condition: VG; tailpiece in neck pocket & the bridge is off the body but in the case; a few dings & scratches on top & back, 
frets with some wear in first position but does not impact playing
Estimate: $2,000 - $2,500

207.   2000 Gibson Custom Art Deco L-5 Auburn

Serial#: 21701003. Another rare guitar coming out of the Custom Shop and designed by Bruce Kunkel is the Art Deco L5, 
which he executed during his time in Gibson’s Historic Division as the Designer and Creator of Art Guitars for the company. 
Kunkel picked some of his favorite objects hailing from the Art Deco period after being called upon by General Manager Rick 
Gembar, and one of those images is prominently featured on the back of this instrument: a 1934 Boat Tail Auburn interpreted 
as wood and metal marquetry.  This guitar has a unique stair-stepped pick guard and matching truss rod cover, with its title 
engraved in the mother-of-pearl inlays. The Gibson logo on the pick guard is hand cut from solid gold, and engravings on the 
gold tail piece was masterfully executed by Nick Krimmons. Seeing as this was a unique project given to the company’s then-
master luthier, this is the only guitar of its kind ever produced by Gibson never to be recreated again.

Condition: VG+; slight oxidation on tailpiece, very slight finish checking on face side of heel
Estimate: $25,000 - $40,000

c. 1935 Wm. C. Stahl Mandolin with Three-Point 
Scroll Body



208.   Gibson ES-5 Alnico Sunburst, Robert Yelin Collection

Serial#: 90658007. Built in the Gibson Custom Shop in Nashville, Tennessee, this version of the ES-5 his uses three single-
coil Alnico pickups with individual volume controls, no switch, and one master tone control on the cutaway.  The Maple neck 
comes with a multiple-bound Rosewood fingerboard, Mother-of-Pearl block inlay, and an inlaid leaf with the Gibson logo on 
headstock. The body on this ES-5 is laminate Maple in the L-5 design with bound F-holes. Nitrocellulose lacquer in Sunburst 
finish.

Condition: VG+
Estimate: $5,000 - $8,000

209.   1964 Gibson LG-1

The LG-1 was introduced along with the LG-2 and LG-3 as a student model during World War II. All three models were 
very similar, and the LG-1 featured Mahogany back and sides with a Spruce top. Since it was geared toward the learning 
player, the LG-1 used lateral or ladder style bracing. Despite its modest beginnings, the LG-1 was popularized by Elvis as he 
played on his own model in five movies he starred in for MGM throughout the 1960s.

Condition: 
Estimate: $1,400 - $1,700



210.   Lukas Brunner 8-String Guitar, “The Air Conditioner”

Lukas Brunner is a master guitar builder from Lavin, Switzerland whose work is constantly evolving. His “outdoor guitar,” a 
concert-quality instrument, offers a removable neck for travelers. This unique, one-of-a-kind 8-string guitar offers Brunner’s 
own “flying top” bracing system. The action is adjusted by an adjustable Allen screw between the braces and the alpine 
spruce top, which is laminated for stiffness in the center (imagine a cross-grained bridge plate feathered into the top). The 
braces never actually touch the top, and this adds resonance. The fingerboard extension is also “flying”; it does not contact 
the top and this further reduces damping.  Instead of a traditional sound hole, the “air conditioner” offers three sound ports 
on the bass side. Each has a removable “vent door” that matches the curve of the side. Insert the pin on one side and 
press it into the rubber block on the other side of the hole far enough to put the pin on the other side of the vent into its 
side of the hole. The rubber exerts enough pressure to keep the vents in any position chosen while eliminating any buzzes 
or vibration. Each of the ports has a perfectly crafted wooden “lip.”  Also notable is Brunner’s signature “twisted cutaway.” 
The compound curve follows the curve of the side and also the angle of the neck block.  As an 8-string, this instrument 
was conceived to have an extra high string and an extra low string with a standard guitar “in the middle.” The fingerboard 
is ebony under the standard six strings, and Rosewood under the outer strings, making it easy to see “the guitar inside the 
guitar.” The fan frets offer the advantage of longer bass strings and a high (.08) string that isn’t under more pressure than it 
should. 24-frets offer a full range from piano-like basses up into the “mandosphere.” String spacing is slightly narrower than 
standard to accommodate the extra strings and facilitate faster picking.  For fingerstyle jazz enthusiasts, this unique 8-string 
offers stunning good looks, easy action, a 6-octave range, a “chimey” tone, and superlative craftsmanship. Lukas Brunner has 
established a fine reputation among European builders, and this one-of-a-kind Rosewood art guitar will surely become more 
and more collectible as time passes.

Condition: Like new with hard shell case.
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

211.   Les Paul-Owned Gibson Les Paul Deluxe, c. 1974-75

Serial#: 520046. Throughout the Classic Rock era of the 1970s, if one mentioned “Les Paul” to a guitarist they usually heard 
“Deluxe.” Made in the image of the original single-cutaway set-neck Les Paul Standard of 1958 to ‘60 but with a pair of mini-
humbucking pickups for the brighter, more cutting tone that many players were demanding, the Les Paul Deluxe ruled the 
roost for the better part of a decade, and found an enduring place in the hearts of guitarists and collectors alike that has held 
fast ever since. Crafted in the image of the most revered version of this model from the early ‘70s, the Les Paul Deluxe newly 
recreated by Gibson USA offers all the ingredients that helped this instrument stand out from the crowd, including traditional 
tonewoods and electronics, superb playability, and first-class Gibson craftsmanship.  This specific LP Deluxe was owned by the 
man himself, and as he had been known to do, personally etched a message to a friend on the back of the headstock.

Condition: G; one significant gouge in upper region of neck (13th fret), scratch near the 11th fret, edge wear and dings, dings 
along headstock; no pickup covers, original tuners replaced and screwholes from the originals present
Estimate: $5,000 - $8,000



212.   1991 Gibson Custom Chet Atkins SST Celebrity

Serial#: 92941492. With only 200 having ever been made, this Gibson Chet Atkins SST Celebrity model guitar is among 
the more rare in the company catalogue. A solidbody with no sound hole, this instrument provides zero feedback. Other 
features include mother of pearl star inlays on the fretboard and the bridge, the Gibson logo inlay in mother of pearl on the 
headstock, a Chet Atkins trussrod cover, and a specialty pickguard with “Celebrity” printed in script.  This specific instrument 
also bears Chet’s signature in black marker with his trademark acronym, “cgp,” which stands for “certified guitar player.”

Condition: VG; missing high E bridgepin and string, slight finish checking and scratch on lower treble bout
Estimate: $1,500 - $1,600

213.   

Serial#: No. 93, 2007. This was the guitar that Mr. Beardsell used to introduce himself to many in the American guitar 
market, having displayed this nylon string flamenco instrument at the famous Healdsburg Guitar Festival and used it as the 
centerpiece for his initial internet site. The guitar was later displayed at the Newport Guitar Festival as well, where it was 
a star attraction for its radical sound ports and brace work construction which rises like a cathedral from the back of the 
guitar. It has been played by many great guitarists in the United States. One-of-a- kind, this guitar is called “Guernica” because 
of the torch inlay placed near where the neck meets the body. The torch is taken directly from the famous Picasso mural 
which hangs in the United Nations. One of the most astounding flamenco guitars ever built, the back and sides are cypress, 
but that is where the relationship to standard flamenco guitars end. The peg tuners which look like friction tuners common 
to flamenco guitars are actually internally-geared. The neck can be adjusted on a multiple axis from one point using Mr. 
Beardsell’s unique trussrod and neck adjustment system, which allows this guitar to be played by any style flamenco artist 
while creating total access to all frets. The two side sound ports are large enough to place a fist through, and dispel any 
notion that sound ports must be limited to any particular size. Apart from improving the sound for the listening audience, 
they provide a perfect acoustic monitor for the player-an experience unparalleled with any other flamenco guitar.  A short 
review of Mr. Beardsell’s guitars makes obvious his interest in jazz instruments. This guitar, while ostensibly a flamenco or 
classical guitar, is designed to be perfect for jazz as well. Scale length and neck profiles are unlike anything on the market, and 
even the gypsy jazz design features hearken back to the jazz tradition. All the binding and inlay is immaculate, but it is the 
advanced design, uniqueness of the instrument, and the pivotal nature of the guitar to Mr. Beardsell’s career and its iconic 
reputation in the guitar world which make “Guernica” the ultimate collector’s item and the ultimate guitar for the flamenco, 
classical, or jazz player.

Condition: G; some scratches on top
Estimate: $12,000 - $15,000

“Guernica” Nouveau Flamenco Guitar by Allan Beardsell, 
Lowenstein Collection



214.   

1954-55 Gretsch Model 6130 “Round-Up” Guitar (from the Tennessee Museum Exhibition) with Two Matching Tweed 1954 
Gretsch Electromatic Amps. Serial#: 13158 (guitar). Gretsch made the solidbody ìRound-Up guitarî from 1953 to 1958, and 
nearly all of those were maple or mahogany top; however, in the first early years of production a small number were made 
with a genuine knotty-pine top. This example stemming from late 1954-early 1955, has that special top. Also adorning this 
instrument is an engraved pearl ìcow & cactusî fret inlay, brass ìcowboyî belt buckle tailpiece, burned-in ìGî brand, single-
coil DeArmond pickups, and sides with brass studs and tooled leather wrapping. This is the exact Gretsch Round-Up guitar 
that was on exhibit at the Tennessee State Museum in 2012, and featured in their exhibition book The Guitar, an American 
Love Story. (A copy of of this book is included with the lot.) Also with the guitar are two original Gretsch Electromatic tube 
amps, both in original tweed, which matches the guitarís case. The first larger amp feautures twin oval speakers and original 
woody foot-switch. Completing the trio is the smaller 1954 Electromatic amp, with 8î speaker, also in matching tweed.  This 
lot includes the original tooled-leather strap with jeweled buckle, plus the original 1955 Gretsch catalog, early ë50s Gretsch 
string set in original red box, 1950s guitar capo in its original box, vintage ìRiding on the Prairieî song sheet, and amp-cord.

Condition: Amp: VG
Estimate: $25,000 - $30,000

1954-55 Gretsch Model 6130 “Round-Up” Guitar (from the 
Tennessee Museum Exhibition) with Two Matching Tweed 
1954 Gretsch Electromatic Amps. 

215.   2002 Gibson Super 400 CESN Blonde, Robert Yelin 
Collection

Serial#: 20282003. The Gibson “Super 400” is a high-end carved solid wood archtop guitar. The largest, fanciest- adorned, 
and highest-priced factory built archtop / hollowbody guitar in the Gibson portfolio. A highly-influential model which inspired 
many other master luthiers, it was first sold in 1934 and named for its $400 price, as was the custom for Gibson guitars 
during that era of the company. There have been slight variations on the model since its inception, and this specific example 
shows Gibson’s desire to embrace the 1950s desire for electric instruments, thus renaming the guitar the Cutaway Electric 
Spanish (CES).  This electric version of the famed Super 400 features great quilted Maple in a high-luster blonde finish. The 
eye-catching neck is topped by a 20-fret ebony fingerboard with pearl block inlays and multi-ply black and white binding, 
which was then hand-fitted with Gibson’s traditional ES-rounded neck profile. The pickups are a pair of Gibson’s legendary 
‘57 Classics, which faithfully capture the unique and subtle variations between coil windings of the original PAF humbuckers 
of the late 1950s, delivering a warm and full tone with a balanced response. Other appointments include Gibson’s traditional 
five-piece split diamond motif inlay on the headstock and Schaller M6 tuners.

Condition: VG+; trussrod cover removed but inside case along withsix pearl stairstep tuner buttons + Tun-O-Matic bridge
Estimate: $10,000 - $15,000



216.   c. 1904-05 Larson Brothers Presentation Special Order

Although the brothers left Sweden many years before, this particular instrument was ironically found in their home country. 
According to noted vintage instrument dealer George Gruhn, this guitar is ìthe most ornately-ornamented early Larsonî 
he has ever seen. The Waverly tuners with special ivory buttons were engraved by Handel and inset with flowers in a gold 
inlay, the same seen on Martin guitars as early as 1893. It has a mahogany neck and the fingerboard is adorned with a pearl 
ìtree-of-lifeî vine and flower pattern. The guitarís body is constructed of Brazilian rosewood and a fine spruce top; the top, 
back, and sides are trimmed with abalone. The standard Larson-shaped ebony bridge contains pearl inlays resembling pairs 
of inverted ìfîs on each flat end. The beautiful, straight-grained, book-matched Brazilian rosewood back has abalone trim 
around the edges as well as down the backstrip. According to Robert Hartmann (grandson and grandnephew of the Larson 
Brothers, respectively), this specific guitar is the first Larson six-string he has seen with abalone trim on the back. The spruce 
top has crack repairs in the lower bass bout and there was also a repair made to the bass side rim. Despite these repairs and 
its age, this guitar still emits a bold, yet sweet tone very pleasing to the ear.

Condition: Some playing wear on top, some playing wear on neck and back, some top cracks showing signs of repair
Estimate: $25,000 - $35,000

217.   Guild D-100 Guitar Owned & Signed by George Strait

Serial#: AD100080. The instruments in the Guild 100 Series are considered the most beautiful acoustics offered by the 
Rhode Island-based company. With its rosewood body bound by fine maple and inlaid with abalone purfling, the D-100 is 
made with Guild\’s most select AAA woods. The ebony fretboard with its distinctive abalone cloud inlays tops the hand-
carved mahogany neck, which at the top meets an abalone-inlaid multi-layered headstock. Very few of these models were 
ever built seeing as they usually were custom-ordered.  This specific guitar was owned by country music legend George Strait, 
and the instrument bears his signature in black ink on the lower bass bout. Accompanying the instrument is a handwritten 
letter by Strait on his personal stationary, which reads as follows: \”This beautiful guitar came from my home in South Texas. 
Both me and my son Bubba played it over the years, rehearsing and learning new tunes. / I hope you enjoy this great guitar as 
much as we have. / Thanks, George Strait.\”

Condition: VG+
Estimate: $20,000 - $25,000



218.   Les Paul-Signed Gibson Historic R8 Les Paul Standard

Serial#: 80630. A Dark Burst Gibson Historic R8 Les Paul Standard 1958 reissue signed by Les Paul himself in gold ink under 
the stop bar tailpiece. Inscription reads “Enjoy this box / Les Paul”

Condition: Crack in pickup selector ring, ding in binding and in the back, slight belt buckle wear, dings on headstock; surface 
crack on back of headstock; stamped “SEC” (second) probably due to wood discoloration; non-original case
Estimate: $3,500 - $5,000

219.   

Made in Brazil, this Classical-style acoustic guitar is made of a Linden wood. Design features include a back strip of the same 
pattern found on the bridge, multi-color purfling around the body, and a large rosette which appears to be a combine of the 
two aforementioned patterns.

Condition: Like new; a few minor surface scratches on back
Estimate: $800 - $1,500

Giannini Serie Century Natural, George 
Benson Collection



220.   

Serial#: SJ04060539. The Oscar Schmidt Delta King OE30 is a 335 style Semi-Hollow Electric equally adept at jazz, blues, rock, 
or country music. Made with a Maple body and bolt-on Mahogany neck combined with Grover tuners and two Washburn 
400 Series pickups, this guitar also comes with chrome die-cast tuners and a Tun-O-Matic style bridge with Stop Tail action. 
With its body finished in black, the pearl inlays on the Rosewood fingerboard and gold hardware truly shine.

Condition: Like new; very minor playing wear, plastic still over pickguard, a bit of corrosion on the frets
Estimate: $200 - $300

221.   

1963 Fender Olympic White Jazzmaster with 1963 Fender Princeton Amp

Condition: 
Estimate: $7,500 - $8,500

Oscar Schmidt Delta King Model OE30B, 
Robert Yelin Collection

1963 Fender Olympic White Jazzmaster with 
1963 Fender Princeton Amp



222.   1992 Paul Reed Smith Dragon I

Serial#: 215037. “ This is the very first of what to date have been eight limited edition Dragon models produced by Paul 
Reed Smith Guitars, introduced in 1992. The Dragon I features an elaborate dragon fingerboard inlay composed of 201 
individual pieces of abalone and turquoise, and Paul Reed Smithís signature was inlayed on the headstock overlay in abalone. 
The Dragon I guitars were made in a limited production run of 50. Features include a one-piece mahogany wide-fat set-neck, 
Brazilian rosewood fingerboard with first-style Dragon inlay, 22 frets, abalone inlaid signature on headstock, locking tuners, 
solid mahogany body, figured maple top, PRS Dragon Treble and Bass humbucking pickups, master volume and tone controls, 
five-way rotary pickup selector switch, and PRS Stoptail. This example has a very desirable Teal Black finish.

Condition: Like new, basically unplayed
Estimate: $15,000 - $20,000

223.   1938 D’Angelico A-1

Serial#: 1369. Born in 1905, John D’Angelico began his career as an apprentice in his Uncle Rafael Ciani’s shop making 
violins, mandolins, and flattop guitars. He established his own shop on Kenmare Street, in New York City’s Little Italy in the 
early 1930s producing archtop guitars. He quickly established a reputation for producing instruments of the highest caliber. 
D’Angelico’s instruments are still the standard against which archtop guitars are measured. According to D’Angelico’s ledgers 
this instrument was produced on November 13, 1938 for the Moresco Bros. of Bridgeport, Connecticut. The 17” A-1 model 
had parallel bracing and features a hand-carved Spruce top and figured Maple back and sides. The instrument is finished in a 
beautiful sunburst lacquer.

Condition: VG; cracks along the treble bout from f-hole, pickguard wear, some shrunken binding, screwholes visible on neck 
from removed pickup, some gold worn off Grover Deluxe trapeze tailpiece and corrosion; surface crack on back below 
heelcap, crack along center seam at base
Estimate: $15,000 - $18,000



224.   Benedetto L’Omaggio 18” Blonde, Robert Yelin Collection

Serial#: S1811. L’Omaggio (homage or tribute) is an absolutely striking testament to the grand guitars of the jazz age. 18_ at 
the lower bout, 3 1/4_ deep, with a Florentine cutaway and a 1 11/16_ neck width this guitar has a comfortable feel, huge 
sound, and effortless playability. Built as an acoustic instrument with an X-braced European Spruce top and fine European 
Flamed Maple for the back and sides, the guitar fills the room with warmth and presence. The headstock is borrowed from 
the Cremona model with an Amboyna Burl faceplate and Snakewood tuning buttons. The unique headstock inlay is abalone, 
mother-of-pearl, and a beautiful turquoise recon-stone motif that is subtly echoed throughout the block inlays on the ebony 
fingerboard, affixed to a one-piece domestic Flamed Maple neck. Bound in a Fratello binding package and equipped with a 
floating S6 Benedetto pickup, a traditional bound ebony pickguard, and ebony tailpiece.

Condition: VG+; like new
Estimate: $20,000 - $25,000

225.   1962 Gretsch White Falcon

Serial#: 50123. The White Falcon is a high-end electric hollowbody guitar introduced in 1954 by Gretsch. Created as a 
“showpiece” exhibiting the craft of Gretsch’s luthiers, sales and demonstration representative Jimmie Webster created it for 
the 1954 NAMM Show, where the guitar was so popular that it was put into production and went on sale the following year. 
Throughout the years certain features have changed such as the double cutaway, which first appeared in 1962.  The two 
control knobs come each with a ruby imbedded in them, and the guitar is in its original case.

Condition: VG; missing piece of plastic on binding (upper bass bout, 18th-21st frets), some wear to Grover Imperial tuners, 
missing label on the inside
Estimate: $12,000 - $15,000



226.   1959 Jose Ramirez Classical

After Jose Ramirez II died in 1957, Jose Ramirez III assumed control of the family workshop, but he was forced to work 
as more of a supervisor than the luthierís role he previously enjoyed. However, he was highly involved in developing 
new designs and he directed his journeymen in constructing his visions. Amongst those he taught was Paulino Bernabe, 
whose plaque can be found inside this instrument. Bernabe was a lead luthier in RamÌrez’s workshop after completing his 
apprenticeship and went on to be the founder of the Spanish Guitar Institute.  The quality of RamÌrez guitars built during 
the late 1950s is quite impressive, particularly from the perspective of tone and volume projection. Some performers prefer 
RamÌrez guitars from this era, which were made with a lighter build than later examples with longer scale lengths, larger 
sound boxes, and asymmetrical bracing. This 1959 RamÌrez has sweet, mellow tone and outstanding playability thanks to its 
slim, rounded neck profile. It is constructed of Brazilian rosewood for the back and sides, a spruce top, mahogany neck, Tie 
Block bridge, and the 19-fret ebony fingerboard.

Condition: G; center seam split on top, some playing wear on neck
Estimate: $15,000 - $20,000

227.   

Serial3: A 9934. This one-of-kind instrument was produced by the Gibson Guitar Company of Kalamazoo, Michigan in 1952 
for legendary studio musician Tony Mottola.  Mr. Mottola was one the most in-demand musicians of his era and worked 
extensively with artist such as Frank Sinatra and Perry Como. In addition to his studio work, Mottola also occupied the guitar 
chair in the Doc Severinson Orchestra on The Tonight Show.  The guitar is one of only two 7-string Super 400s ever made 
and the only one produced with 24 frets. The instrument has a top carved from Spruce with stunning Maple back and sides. 
It is equipped with custom made P90 picks with 7 pole pieces. The instrument includes the original hard shell case as well 
as copy of the production ledger for the month of March 1952 which was provided by the former president of Gibson, Ted 
McCarty.

Condition: VG
Estimate: $60,000 - $70,000

Tony Mottola’s 1952 Gibson Custom Super 400CES 
7-String



228.   1958 D’Angelico Custom

Born into a New York Italian family, noted luthier John D’Angelico began his career apprenticing under his great-uncle, 
Raffaele Ciani, where he learned to make violins, mandolins, and flat-top guitars.  This classic Blonde beauty is outfitted with 
gold-plated hardware, triple inlay in the headstock (including the scripted D’Angelico logo), and prominent pearl solid block 
inlays on its ebony fretboard. As with many of the instruments from his shop, this specific guitar was a custom piece for a jazz 
player. It has a shorter scale neck and is relatively unadorned in comparison to D’Angelico’s stock models.

Condition: VG; possibly with unoriginal pickguard and unoriginal pickup
Estimate: $18,000 - $25,000

229.   

Serial#: 1832013. Greg Brandt is one of the most respected nylon-string luthiers on the West Coast. His shop in North 
Hollywood, now in its fourth decade, produces a limited number of top-quality guitars for some of the finest players in 
the business. With its medium-sized body, this Custom Classical guitar made for Robert Yelin features a Spruce top, Indian 
Rosewood back and sides, and a Cedar neck. This guitar’s traditional European design boasts an ebony fingerboard with no 
fret markers. Subtly adorned with a mosaic rosette and Brazilian Rosewood back strip, this instrument proves that mature 
Spruce allows for a compelling voice in every playable register.

Condition: Near-mint
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

Greg Brandt Custom Classical Blonde, 
Robert Yelin Collection



230.   1942 C.F. Martin 0-15

Serial#: 83400. At $25 upon its introduction in 1940, the 0-15 was Martin & Co.’s most economical guitar. The company’s 
response to the deepening Depression through the mid-1930s was a few prototype 15 series guitars built in 1935. (The 15 
Series did not enter production until the Spring of 1940.) Only the 14-fret single 0 size was offered in the new 15 Series 
at the dawn of the 1940s. Built in 1942, this 0-15 is a relatively young example of the Series. It is an elegant little guitar, 
otherwise unadorned but for its unique and cool tortoiseshell celluloid headstock overlay. Like every guitar built before the 
War, this one features finely-scalloped top bracing and a tiny Maple bridge plate.

Condition: Fair condition; some top cracks, some scratches, playing wear on neck, crack on back; comes with original case, 
that of which is very worn.
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,500

231.   
 
Serial#: 175284. In 1965 Gibson gave Peter Asher and Gordon Waller a pair of custom-made J-200 guitars. This is one of 
the two. As the extensive wear and tear shows, Gordon Waller played this guitar often. While acoustic purists consider the 
electric guitar-style Tune-o-matic bridge embedded in the rosewood bridge (a feature Gibson added to this model in 1961) a 
detriment to its tone, Gibson J-200s from the 1960s are favored by many rock guitarists for their brilliant, percussive rhythm 
tones and sweet midrange in the studio. Many noteworthy songs from the 60s and 70s prominently feature the sound of 
J-200s from this era, including “Here Comes the Sun” and “While My Guitar Gently Weeps” by the Beatles, “Pinball Wizard” 
by the Who, and “Babe I’m Gonna Leave You” and “Black Mountain Side” by Led Zeppelin.

Condition: G; lots of playing wear, wear to gold finish on tuner buttons, finish checking, some fingernail wear on fretboard 
(lower frets); some chips in rosewood bridge at low E and A strings respectively, L.R. Baggs tune-o-matic bridge pickup 
replaces original bridge
Estimate: $10,000 - $20,000

1965 Gibson J-200 Custom, Gordon Waller 
(Peter & Gordon) Collection 



232.   2001 Gibson Custom Shop Mickey Baker Les Paul Reissue

Serial#: 71759. An unusual Les Paul Custom with infinite control over the three pickups. The re-issue ‘Mickey Baker’ Les Paul 
Custom was available by special order only between 1999 and 2003. It is unknown exactly how many were produced but 
the likely number is somewhere between 25 and 50 guitars. This specific guitar was signed by Les Paul in silver ink with the 
inscription “To Russell / Keep Pickin / Les Paul”.  This instrument has a solid Mahogany body and a one-piece mahogany neck 
with a medium-to-thick profile just like the very rare original ‘57 three PAF Mickey Baker Custom. Ebony fretboard with 22 
frets and inlaid pearl block position markers. Headstock with inlaid pearl “Gibson” logo and pearl five-piece split-diamond 
inlay. Two-layer (black on white) plastic truss-rod cover with “Les Paul Custom” engraved in white. Mickey Baker (also known 
as Mickey “Guitar” Baker) was half of the pop duo Mickey & Sylvia, who had a hit single with “Love is Strange” in 1957. The 
song was written by Bo Diddley and Jody Williams, who had developed the distinctive lead guitar riff. Eventually the song, 
much more than just a riff, ended up being credited to Baker and two other peers. He is listed in Rolling Stone’s list of the 
“100 Greatest Guitarists of All Time.” Baker is also noteworthy as a session guitarist and guitar educator. COA tag on case.

Condition: VG
Estimate: $4,000 - $6,000

233.   D’Angelico EX-SS Sunburst, Robert Yelin Collection

Serial#: KS13086195. The D’Angelico EX-SS is a laminated flame Maple semi-hollowbody guitar offering all of the full-bodied, 
rich D’Angelico sound in a lightweight, more compact 15” single cutaway body. The 2-piece Maple neck is carved into a 
comfortable, slim profile and features a Walnut skunk stripe and a 1-11/16” nut width. Topped with a Rosewood fingerboard, 
the EX-SS also comes with high-output Kent Armstrong humbuckers, a signature D’Angelico stairstep trapeze-style tailpiece, 
a distinctive D’Angelico headstock with a striking mother-of-pearl Excel inlay, and Art Deco truss rod cover.

Condition: VG+
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500



234.   1960 Gibson EB-6 Bass, George Benson Collection

Serial#: A33611. The EB-6 was Gibson’s only short-scale six-string bass manufactured during an era of guitar production that 
produced some extremely collectible and expensive models. Gibson made only 77 of these semi-solidbody EB-6s in 1960 
and 1961 before the model was coverted to a solidbody variation.  Gibson created the EB-6 in 1959/60 as a complement to 
the EB-2, tuned E-A-D-G-B-E, like a standard guitar but an octave lower.  Like the EB-2, the EB-6 had one special humbucking 
bass pickup and two tone control knobs (one volume and one tone) with a bass/baritone switch to broaden the tonal range. 
While the EB-6 resembled a guitar more than a bass, it was possible to differentiate it by its slightly longer neck; otherwise 
the tuning machines and the overall appearance were similar to a single pickup guitar. Comes with original case.

Condition: VG; a few surface scratches on top, most of the tuning pegs are broken off or have shrunken over time, missing 
trussrod cover
Estimate: $8,000 - $12,000

235.   c. 1935 Larson Brothers 16” Euphonon

A beautiful example of the Larson Brothers art at its zenith, complete with original hard shell case and Naval Aviator decal 
of the presumed original owner.  Brazilian Rosewood back and sides meet a 14-fret neck. Abalone purfling and a multi-ring 
rosette compliment other inlays found along the fingerboard.

Condition: VG+; finish checking on the front of the headstock, surface scratches on both front & back, a few dings on the 
front
Estimate: $35,000 - $55,000



236.   2007 Leo Burrell “Fat-Boy” Guitar, Lowenstein Collection

Serial#: CF0139. Dated Nov 22, 2007. A true oddity in the modern golden age of guitars, Leo Burrell took the concept of a 
user friendly, ergonomic guitar, and attached afterburners to it. A good carpenter, nobody has ever accused Burrell of being 
a master luthier. Areas of the guitar on the headstock, body and other spots which look as though they might be damaged, 
are actually features of the guitar as it came from Burrellís small shop. When you are twisting the body and neck of a guitar 
at 45-degree angles and building multi-layer headstocks, sometimes the edges just donít meet. ìOh well,î says Burrell. And yet, 
Burrell guitars have become collectorís items because of their rarity, as Burrell no longer makes guitars and released very 
few to the head-scratching world.  The body of this instrument bends around the playerís stomach and rib cage, the neck 
is twisted so as to keep the player from having to twist his wrist, and the headstock is designed for instant access to tuners 
without hand motions which could hurt the hand. Designed like no other guitar in history, Burrell made before their time: 
totally outrageous, thought-provoking, and valuable pieces in the history of the guitar making.

Condition: G; crack in the top along high E through sound hole, signs of repair due to possible design flaw
Estimate: $1,500 - $3,000

237.   

n the heart of Hamburg, Germany is the Reeperbahn, an area often referred to by the locals as “the most sinful mile.” For as 
far back as anyone can recall, it has been home to the City’s red-light district plus countless dining and entertainment spots. 
It was also, back in the early 1960s, where a young Klaus Voormann and his friend, Astrid Kirchherr, first encountered two 
young groups of musicians. One was Rory Storm and the Hurricanes; the other group was a backup band recently arrived 
from Liverpool, England... The Beatles! Beatles fans are well-aware of the chemistry that developed between Astrid, Klaus, 
The Beatles, and their soon-to-be new young drummer (taken from the Hurricanes), Ringo Starr. Together, The Beatles as 
the world has come to know them, emerged and the rest is Rock & Roll history.  Astrid remains known for taking the most 
compelling photographs of the Beatles, while Klaus _who remained a close friend of the group and shared a London flat with 
George Harrison and Ringo -- designed the cover of one of their legendary albums, Revolver.  During the 1970s, Ringo gave 
this Bjarton 12-String guitar to Klaus Voorman. Voormann, whose name still appears on the traveling case for the instrument, 
gave it to leading Beatles expert and collector, Uwe Blaschke. It was Blaschke who went on to create the museum known 
as Beatlemania on the Reeperbahn, a multi-floor attraction dedicated to The Beatles. This guitar, with its close connection to 
Ringo Starr and Klaus Voorman, remains in virtually pristine condition. As indicated in the signed statement that accompanies 
the guitar - the text of which appears below -- John Lennon occasionally played this instrument.  The guitar is being sold with 
a certificate signed and dated in 2015 by Klaus Voormann, detailing the provenance of the Bjarton. It reads: “In the early 70’s 
I often went to visit with Ringo. We were living in Hampstead real close to one another. I often went down the hill to Ringo’s 
house. We went up into his little home-studio under the roof recording, messing around and sometimes even writing a song 
or two using that lovely 12 string guitar. I loved the sound of the instrument so much that eventualy [sic] Ringo gave me this 
Bjardon [sic] 12 string guitar as a present. I remember John tinkeling on this 12 string guitar whenever he was coming by for 
a visit. The guitar remained with me for many years. In the late 1990s I gave the Bjarton [sic] to Uwe Blaschke, for inclusion in 
his collection of Beatles items.” (signed) Klaus Voormann

Condition: VG+, hardly played; slight scratching on tailpiece
Estimate: $30,000 - $50,000

c. 1960s Bjarton 12-String Acoustic Guitar (Owned by 

Klaus Voormann & Ringo Starr, Played by John Lennon)



238.   One-of-a-Kind 2001 Gibson Tattoo Super 400

Serial#: CS12021. Designed by master luthier Bruce Kunkel for Gibson, this one-of-a-kind guitar is full of artistic design 
features which make it as much fun to admire as it is to play.  The top is a mixture of American Traditional and Japanese-style 
tattoo designs such as hummingbirds, a skull, and a green fire-breathing dragon. The sides contain banner work as it common 
on many tattoo designs. The back of this guitar is completely covered in traditional Asian tattoo designs such as koi fish, 
waves, and a lotus flower, and the back of the neck features a black tribal pattern. The bone nut in a unique font clearly says 
“Super 400”. On the very bottom of the back of this guitar amidst an ocean wave is Bruce Kunkel’s signature. A gold trussrod 
cover is etched with the phrase “One-of-a-Kind” and the scalloped fingerboard features block letter pearl inlays that spell 
“TATTOO”.

Condition: VG+; slight oxidation on tailpiece, very slight finish checking on face side of heel
Estimate: $25,000 - $40,000

239.   

Serial#: 23190001. In 1978, Gibson craftsman Wilbur Fuller produced the company’s first hand-carved, tuned-by-ear custom 
guitar. The instrument, which in a blind sound-off with some of the best instruments of its era, won the hearts of Gibson and 
was ultimately dubbed the Kalamazoo Award. The Sunburst edition featured here is only one of four reissues ever made by 
the master luthiers in Gibson’s Historic Collection Department, and is a modern testament to the original Kalamazoo Award 
Guitars produced in limited quantities between 1978 and 1984.  A 17 full-depth archtop with a rounded cutaway and solid 
carved top, solid maple sides, and carved maple back, even the back of the headstock has a diamond abalone inlay. Adding 
to its magnificence is an ebony bridge with pearl inlays, wood pickguard with abalone inlay, multi-bound top and back, bound 
F-holes, bound ebony fingerboard with abalone block inlays, multi-bound peghead with inlay matching the pickguard, and 
gold-plated hardware.

Condition: Some wear to gold on the pickup, otherwise like new
Estimate: $20,000 - $25,000

2000 Gibson Kalamazoo Award Sunburst Historic 
Collection, Robert Yelin Collection



240.   1919 CF Martin 0-45

Serial#: 14302. An original early pre-war Martin Style 45 guitar with a rare early Cedar or Sitka spruce top.  It has been 
said that Martin was experimenting in the late teens with what was then known as “Airplane Spruce.” The top has been 
authenticated as original by TJ Thompson, with original bracing and bridge plate. TJ has observed that the top feels like cedar.     
Finish is original, with overspray on the Brazilian Rosewood back. A new original OM Style pickguard has been fashioned for 
this guitar by TJ Thompson. A traditional 45 style torch inlay in abalone decorates the headstock, and 45 style fancy inlays are 
on the ebony fingerboard. Abalone trim on the perimeter of the top, sides, and back of the guitar is unusually brilliant and 
fine. This 1919 0-45 has a backstrip design which is not the typical for a Style 45, though 1919 saw many differences due to 
the huge growth in production and problems with meeting the demand.

Condition: G; non-original pickguard, fair number of top cracks, bridge split from low E to B string
Estimate: $24,000 - $28,000

241.   1929 Martin 00-28 G.P.

A custom-ordered 00-28 with solid headstock and the same “geared peg” (G.P.) Grover banjo-style tuners as seen on the 
OM-28 model. There are remaining traces of the name Slim Wooten on the face.  The consigner is a respected vintage 
Martin historian -- believes the 12-fret 00-28 is the prototypical Martin, perhaps the best fingerpicking guitar ever made, and 
this 1929 example originates from what is perhaps the best year for a 12-fret Martin.

Condition: G; replaced endpins (low E endpin is loose), non-original belly bridge or possible later Martin factory replacement, 
non-original pickguard
Estimate: $18,000 - $22,000



242.   1898 Fairbanks No. 5 Electric Special Banjo

This 1898 Fairbanks No.5 Special Electric is one of the earliest examples of the fanciful Victorian engraved pearl inlay that 
became the standard for the highest grade Fairbanks and Vega banjos. Lot includes original case.

Condition: VG; completely original; very slight corrosion along the head mounting
Estimate: $11,000 - $13,000

243.   1951 Gibson ES-5

Gibson Blonde Flame Maple ES-5 Pre-Switchmaster Model with three P-90 pickups. The guitar is in wonderful condition, 
complete with gold waffle tulip button tuners, and is all original with the exception of the work Duke Robillard suggested.     
From the consignor: “The early pre-Switchmaster ES-5 is a wonderful guitar, but very impractical in its limitations. A lack of 
a switch to select pickups means having to adjust individual volume controls and then re-adjusting the tone controls every 
time you want to solo or change pickups to get a new sound. Fortunately, I was lucky enough to receive an education from 
my friend Duke Robillard, who T-Bone Walker’s biographer has called T-Bone re-incarnated. Duke advised me to add a pickup 
selector switch, but it didn’t end there. I had no idea how complicated wiring electrics could be. Wiring pickups is not nearly 
as straightforward as one would think. Duke also calculated and explained to me how to wire the electronics to allow for 
selecting the most useful combinations of pickups, taking into account how changing one setting can affect another. Absolutely 
nobody knows how to make a guitar work the way Duke does, and it didn’t hurt that Duke set me up to have his most 
trusted luthier do the work for me. Working together, they did a magnificent job.” Comes with original case.

Condition: VG; surface scratches on back, slight finish checking, some polish wear on trapeze tailpiece
Estimate: $10,000 - $15,000



244.   

Hawaiian music was all the rage following its introduction to a large segment of the American public at the Panama Pacific 
Exposition in Chicago in 1915. Capitalizing on this popularity, C.F. Martin & Co. shipped six samples of Hawaiian Koa wood 
guitars to the Southern California Music Company of Los Angeles, as they were one of Martin’s largest accounts. SoCal 
provided Martin with the koa wood from Hawaii, and asked that the trim on these guitars, designed for playing in the 
Hawaiian style, be as close as possible to those of SoCal’s popular ukuleles. To appeal to the Hawaiian market, SoCal asked 
that the Martin stamp be replaced with the Southern California Music Company stamp, and affixed decals on the headstocks 
bearing the name “M. Nunes & Sons, Hawaii” and labels inside with either the name “M. Nunes & Sons” or “Rolando”. These 
early samples had Koa wood back and sides, and tinted spruce tops, but after seeing the samples, SoCal decided to offer 
all-Koa guitars, and to market the three models as the 1350, 1400, and 1500.  This guitar is one of the six original samples 
with spruce tops which were requested of Martin by the Southern California Music Company. Made in a style similar to the 
Martin 0-18 but suited for playing in the Hawaiian style, it has steel strings and fan bracing similar to Hawaiian guitars made in 
the same year by Martin for the Ditson Company. The sample Nunes also has the same single ring rosette seen on Ditsons 
and guitars made by Martin for several other firms, and a tinted spruce top similar to those seen on many Ditsons.  These 
samples have no serial number, while the regular production appears to begin with serial number 19, accounting for the six 
samples of each model.

Condition: VG-; two cracks on back, one seam split on back
Estimate: $5,000 - $7,000

245.  

A rare combination, after 80 years this is still one of the best-sounding electric guitar pickups and still one of the best 
sounding tube amps ever made.  An important piece of history, the first Gibson lap steel, and one of the earliest solid 
body electric guitars, one of less than 100 made. This instrument comes with its original hard shell case, serial no. 321. Like 
Rickenbacker, Gibson also made their first lap steel guitars with an aluminum body. These guitars had the same style of pickup 
made famous by Charlie Christian on the archtop guitars he played with Benny Goodman’s band.

Condition: G; quite a bit of wear on the top
Estimate: $7,000 - $9,000

1919 Martin/Southern California Music Co.  
“M. Nunes & Sons” Model 1350

 c. 1935 Gibson EH-150 Aluminum Body Lap Steel with 
Rare Early EH-150 Amp



246.   Fairbanks Vega Whyte Laydie #2 Banjo

An iconic banjo, this Whyte Laydie was built after the Fairbanks Company was bought by Vega, but before the name was 
changed. This is the ultimate “clawhammer” and frailing banjo with original 5-string neck, tone ring, tuners, tail piece, and all 28 
brackets. 27” scale and 11 3/8” rim. Signed “Jos. B. Rogers Jr.***,” who provided the highest grade calfskin banjo heads from 
his shop in Farmingdale, New Jersey.  Comes with new, sturdy hard shell TKL case.

Condition: VG; tyipcal corrosion for its age
Estimate: $4,000 - $5,000

247.   c. 1856 Ashborn Style 2 Guitar

This is a really wonderful, rare, and historical instrument. It is a fine Willliam Hall & Sons parlor guitar built by James Ashborn. 
Ashborn was evidently a fine machinist and opened his shop in Torrington, Connecticut in the mid-1830s. He was far ahead 
of his time with regard to manufacturing and design. (He averaged 54 guitars per month with usually less than ten men 
working in his shop.) The quality of his instruments is superb. He designed and manufactured his own tuners, “T” style fret 
wire -- Martin didn’t use “T” wire until the 1930s! _ and employed a unique fan- braced body and neck construction.  This is 
a standard size Ashborn Style 2, generally seen as the most popular grade. This guitar has a distinctive bridge and tuners that 
complement the Rosewood veneer back and beautiful Rosewood clad neck. Comes with original case, which was also made 
by Ashborn in his Connecticut factory.

Condition: G; large cracks on back repaired with cleats, five top cracks, good playable condition.
Estimate: $4,000 - $5,000



248.   1955 National Town & Country

Built by Valco in Chicago, this guitar has a single cutaway maple body with plastic backplate, bolt-on neck, and a bound 
Rosewood fretboard with parallelogram inlays. Other features include two single coil pickups, a trapeze tailpiece, adjustable 
Rosewood bridge, and 3-on-a-plate tuners. Comes with its original 1955 brown hard shell case, which bears similarity to the 
case for a 1955 Les Paul.

Condition: VG-; some finish checking, wear to the back of the neck, rusted tuner housings
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

249.   

The first solidbody Spanish-style electric guitar ever made accompanied by an equally rare amp. This 1935 Electro B Spanish 
has a round neck -- it is not square-neck lap steel. This model by Rickenbacker is considered by many as the first real solid 
electric guitar, and therefore very rare. Noticeable features include the old spelling of the name “Richenbacher” -- now 
commonly seen as “Rickenbacker.”

Condition: VG-; a lot of playing wear, control knobs are stiff
Estimate: $4,000 - $5,000

Rickenbacher Electro B Spanish Guitar & 
1937 Rickenbacher Amp



250.   1966 Rickenbacker 450 12-String

The Rickenbacker 450 evolved out of earlier combo models in the mid-’50s. Originally, the 450 used the Tulip body shape like 
the Rickenbacker 400. Starting in mid-1958, however, the body was changed to a Cresting Wave style like the 600 series. This 
12-string version, the 450-12, was produced starting in 1964. Design elements include two pickups, a white pickguard, four 
control knobs, and dot inlays. Comes with original 1966 case.

Condition: VG+; few minor edge dings, some surface scratches on back
Estimate: $3,000 - $4,000

251.   1921 Gibson L-1

From 1908 to 1925, the small-bodied L-Style Gibson guitars were the mainstay of the company production. With its 13 1/2” 
narrow waist, this archtop guitar contains a round sound hole, a tailpiece with pins set in a Celluloid block, raised pickguard, 
13 frets clear of the body, and a slanted “The Gibson” logo on the headstock.

Condition: VG; average playing wear
Estimate: $2,500 - $3,000



252.   1964 National Newport 82 “Map”

Serial#: S20691. Produced for a mere two-year period, the fiberglass-bodied Newport 82 evolved from the Val-Pro 84, and 
features a highly-polished Pepper Red fiberglass exterior, a single “standard” pickup, controls on the bass side of the body, an 
adjustable Rosewood bridge, an asymmetrical (“Gumby”) plastic veneered headstock profile, and vibrato tailpiece.

Condition: VG
Estimate: $2,000 - $2,400

253.   1945 K&F Lap Steel Guitar, #501

In 1944, Doc Kaufman, an instrument designer for Rickenbacker, and Leo Fender, a radio and phonograph repairman, received 
a patent for a new style of lap steel pickup. In 1945 they set up shop as K&F Manufacturing to produce their new lap steel, 
but one year later Kaufman decided to leave the fledgling company. Leo renamed his company Fender Electric Instruments 
and, as they say, the rest is history. That history started right here with this K&F Lap Steel.  Made in 1945, the body is made 
from Mahogany and the frets are painted directly onto the fingerboard. The headplate is bent at one end to form the nut, 
the kind of clever manufacturing solution that Fender would use time and again as he reinvented the solid body electric 
guitar. This guitar has the Kaufman and Fender pickup, a style where the strings pass through the magnet in a manner that 
recalls the function of Rickenbacker’s horseshoe pickup. K&F guitars are quite rare, and this model exhibits the design for the 
single-coil pickup that Fender eventually stopped using years later after his namesake brand established itself in the guitar 
marketplace. No case.

Condition: G; fret markings very worn
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



254.   1957 Rickenbacker Model 1000

One of three short-scale student guitars that were introduced in 1957.  The 1000 had one pickup and neck-through-body 
construction. The production models were three-quarter size tulip-shaped guitars with a one-piece maple neck, a Brazilian 
Rosewood fretboard with 18 original thin frets, and white dot position markers. (Rickenbacker amended the shape slightly in 
the last part of the year to include a ‘new cutaway feature.’) Original colors included brown, black, gray, and natural. Comes 
with OHSC.

Condition: G; some broken edges on pickguard at screwholes, some edge wear on back
Estimate: $1,600 - $2,200

255.   Kay Swingmaster

Beautiful Maple body, Bigby tailpiece, checkerboard binding, and dual “Kleenex box” pickups. Ideal guitar for jazz, blues, or 
rockabilly music.

Condition: VG; tuners appear to have been replaced, logo plate bent
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



256.   1939 Rickenbacher Silver Hawaiian

A chrome version of the Model B also with 1 1/2” Horseshoe Pickup. Discontinued after World War II. First produced in 
1937, Rickenbacker (nee Richenbacher) made this model with body parts stamped out of sheet metal. The stamping process 
was economical and the instrument was often stuffed with crumpled newspaper or tissue paper in order to eliminate 
unwanted resonances while playing.  Though not a budget model, the Silver Hawaiian has 35 frets and a chrome-plated 
hollow body. The first of these models had single volume control, but by the time this guitar was made in 1939, it featured a 
tone control, too. No case.

Condition: VG; shrunken tuner buttons (4), one missing tuner button, one control knob has been replaced, slight rust near 
pickup
Estimate: $1,500 - $1,800

257.   Rickenbacher B Chrome

Rickenbacher B Chrome

Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000



258.   1930s Rickenbacher Model B Bakelite Hawaiian Lap Steel

Many lap steel players, particularly David Lindley, consider the 1930s Rickenbacker Model B Bakelite model the best sounding 
lap steel ever made. This Bakelite version of the Model B, featuring a 1 1/2” Horseshoe Pickup, bolt-on neck, string-thru-body 
design, and white plates, is nearly identical to Lindley’s favorite six-string Rickenbacker.  This instrument is in beautiful original 
condition with white metal plates, concentric tone and volume controls, original Waverly “Clover” tuners, and painted fret 
lines in perfect condition.

Condition: VG; all original
Estimate: $1,500 - $2,000

259.   White (Fender) Deluxe 6

Named after Forrest White, plant manager at Fender, this lap steel guitar has a white plastic pickup cover and two knobs, a 
symmetrical metal fingerboard, block makers, three screw-in leg stands, the White logo, and of course is finished in white.

Condition: G; some playing wear to the fretboard plate, some wear to the white brand decal, some oxidation of chrome 
control plate
Estimate: $1,200 - $1,500



260.   c. 1946 Fender Princeton Lap Steel, #A158

One of the earliest Fender instruments available, this Princeton Steel dates to the very first period of the Fender Electric 
Instrument Company, soon after the departure of “Doc” Kaufman and the changeover from the K&F partnership. These early 
steels are the genesis of the entire Fender operation, which was a very small struggling local concern in 1947-8 with very 
limited production making all of these first instruments extremely rare.  The Princeton was the least expensive of a three-
model line, but the differences in the instruments were relatively minor. The lack of a tone control and a hard-wired cord 
are all that separate this model from its slightly more upscale brother the Deluxe. All of these early steels were made of 
whatever woods Leo had in stock.  The pickup is the famous Fender “Direct String” unit, which is still considered one of the 
best- sounding steel pickups ever designed. The aluminum fingerboard carries roman numerals designating the positions and 
headplate has the inscribed “Fender Electric instruments, Fullerton California” lightning bolt logo. Original tuners are simple 
non-descript openbacks probably made by Waverly. Despite its primitive appearance, this is a well-designed steel with a great 
sound. No case.

Condition: VG
Estimate: $800 - $1,000

261.   Fender FS-52 Lap Steel

The very first Fender guitars were no-frills lap steels, and they were absolutely great. Even today, those first instruments have 
a pure, singing tone seldom equaled since.  The new FS52 Lap Steel introduced in the 2000s is an authentic nod to those 
great steels of the past. Features include a two-piece ash body, a Fender Standard Stratocaster pickup, and chrome hardware.

Condition: VG+: new reproduction
Estimate: $400 - $600



262.   C. 1950s Martin 1-T Tenor Ukulele

This tenor ukulele is completely original and in fine condition. Made of mahogany (top, back, sides, and neck) with a Brazilian 
rosewood fingerboard, this is a larger model ukulele with non-geared friction pegs and pin bridge.

Condition: VG
Estimate: $1,200 - $1,600

263.   

Serial#: 8080017. The Gibson “Super 400” is a high-end carved solid wood archtop guitar. The largest, fanciest- adorned, and 
highest-priced factory built archtop / hollowbody guitar in the Gibson portfolio. A highly-influential model which inspired 
many other master luthiers, it was first sold in 1934 and named for its $400 price, as was the custom for Gibson guitars 
during that era of the company. There have been slight variations on the model since its inception, and this specific example 
shows Gibson’s desire to embrace the 1950s desire for electric instruments, thus renaming the guitar the Cutaway Electric 
Spanish (CES).  This electric version of the famed Super 400 features great quilted Maple in a high-luster Sunburst finish. The 
eye-catching neck is topped by a 20-fret ebony fingerboard with pearl block inlays and multi-ply black and white binding, 
which was then hand-fitted with Gibson’s traditional ES-rounded neck profile. The pickups are a pair of Gibson’s legendary 
‘57 Classics, which faithfully capture the unique and subtle variations between coil windings of the original PAF humbuckers 
of the late 1950s, delivering a warm and full tone with a balanced response. Other appointments include Gibson’s traditional 
five-piece split diamond motif inlay on the headstock and Schaller M6 tuners.

Condition: VG; corrosion and wear on pickup covers, corrosion on one of the saddle adjustment wheels, rust on pickguard 
mount bracket, volume control wear, some type of disfigurement of pickguard
Estimate: $5,000 - $8,000

1980 Gibson Super 400 CES (COO1) Sunburst, 
Robert Yelin Collection



264. c. 1899 Joseph Bohmann Parlor Guitar, 
Lowenstein Collection 265. c. 1850 Tool Chest with the Tools of Luthier 

Joseph Bohmann



266. 2000 Gibson “The Citation” 267. 1941 National Tricone Style 35 Hawaiian



268. 1995-96 Fender Reissue ‘72 Telecaster Custom, 
Robert Yelin Collection 269. c. early 1920s Gibson L-1, George Benson Collection



270. 1956 Gretch Model 6120 with Gretsch 6169 
Electromatic Amp & Small 1948 Gretsch Amp 271. 2002 Gibson Les Paul 50th Anniversary Model, 

Signed by Les Paul



272. Benedetto Manhattan Custom, 
Robert Yelin Collection 273. 1880 Martin 0-28 



274. Early ‘70s Gibson SG Standard, 
Owned & Signed by Stuart Swanlund 275. 1964 Martin D-28



276. 2004 Martin Bellezza Bianca Prototype, 
Built for Eric Clapton 277. 1961 Fender Precision Bass
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278. 1920 Maurer/Larson Brothers Style 551, 
“Auditorium Model” 279. c.1939 Super-Jumbo Euphonon, ex-Scott Chinery, 

attr. Django Reinhardt



280. Napolitano Primavera Blonde, 
Robert Yelin Collection 281. 2002 Gibson Les Paul “Indian” in Copper/Black



282. 1964 Gibson J-160E, 
Gordon Waller (Peter & Gordon) Collection 283. c. 1930s Stromberg Ultra Deluxe



284. Stevie Ray Vaughan-Owned & Signed c. 1966-67
Fender Stratocaster 285. Harmony H80T Red Strat-Style Guitar with 

Roland GK-2 Pickup, Robert Yelin Collection



286.  c. 1910-1920 Enrique Garcia 287. Ibanez George Benson GB10, 
George Benson Collection



288. 1958 Fender Bassman Amp 289. 2010 Gibson Super 400 Acoustic Blonde 
Historic Collection, Robert Yelin Collection



290. 1976 Gibson Bicentennial Firebird 291. 1958 D’Angelico Excel



292. Franny Beecher-Owned 1959 Gibson ES-350TDN 293. Ibanez George Benson Custom Shop, 
George Benson Collection



294. 1997 Ibanez AF-207 7-String Sunburst, 
Robert Yelin Collection 295. Signed 1990 Fender James Burton Telecaster



296. 1920s Weissenborn Hawaiian 297. 2000 Gibson Custom Shop Pete Townshend SG Special 
with Tour Case (23/250)



298. 1959 Fender Bassman Amp 299. 1981 Gibson Les Paul Custom Owned & 
Signed by John Paul Jones



300. c.1899 Joseph Bohmann Flatback Mandolin with 
Sympathetic Strings, Lowenstein Collection 301. Washburn “Butterfly” Guitar Model 5271



302. 1946 Gibson LG-2 303. 1999 Gibson Super 400C with McCarty pickup, 
Robert Yelin Collection



304. 1967 Martin D-18 305. 1998 Gibson USA Ace Frehley Les Paul 
Signed by Ace Frehley



306. John Backlund JBD 800 Prototype 307. Michael Keller  “WowHaus” Guitar



308. Gibson Les Paul “Indian” Guitar in Cream/Black 309. 1923 Martin 0-21



310. 2002 Taylor 914ce-LTD, 
Robert Yelin Collection 311. c. 1935 Larson Brothers 16” “Milwaukee Euphonon”



312. 1966 Gibson LG-1 & Continental Music 
Company Guitars, In Cold Blood

A portion of the proceeds from the sale of these guitars will benefit the Midnight Mission of Downtown Los Angeles.

313. 2013 D’Angelico EXL-1 Regular Natural, 
Robert Yelin Collection



314. 1980 D’Aquisto New Yorker Special 315. Heritage “American Eagle”



316. Buscarino Virtuoso Archtop 18” Cherry Sunburst, 
Robert Yelin Collection 317. 1927 Oahu Hawaiian Square Neck Presentation Guitar, 

Model 68K



318. 1974 Gibson 20th Anniversary Les Paul Custom Reissue, 
Gordon Waller (Peter & Gordon) Collection 319. 2004 Martin CF-2



320. 1987 Ibanez JEM777 Signed by Steve Vai 321. Michael Kelly 5-String Acoustic Bass, 
Robert Yelin Collection



322. 1896 George Bauer Presentation Guitar 323. 1896 George Bauer - S.S. Stewart Presentation Banjo



324. B.C. Rich B-38 325. c. 1938 Larson Brothers 17” Euphonon Dreadnought



326. 1950 D’Angelico 1950 Mel Bay Model 327. Buscarino 18” Virtuoso 7-String, 
Robert Yelin Collection



328. 1969 Fender Jazz Bass 329. 2001 Gibson Custom Vintage Sunburst Byrdland



330. 2001 Gibson Custom Shop “Stained Glass” 331. Gibson Custom Flying V Made for Richie Sambora
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400. One-of-a-Kind Buscarino Custom Blonde, 
Robert Yelin Collection

SESSION III
LOTS 400-496



402. c. 1930 Maurer/Larson Brothers Style 551, 
“Concert Model”401. 1999 Ibanez George Benson GB200, 

Signed by George Benson



404. 1998 Gibson L-4 CES403. 1970 Juan Estruch “Yellow Period” 
Classical Concert Guitar



406. 15-String Lute405. Fender Stratocaster Artist Series Eric Johnson, 
Robert Yelin Collection



408. Ibanez George Benson LGB300 Prototype, 
George Benson Collection407. 1959 Gibson Super 400 



410. 1944 Gibson Roy Smeck Radio Grande409. 2005 Epiphone Byrdland Elitist Blonde, 
Robert Yelin Collection



412. c. 1893 Joseph Bohmann Bowlback Mandolin, 
Lowenstein Collection411. 1991 Fender Stratocaster, Owned & Signed by Nils Lofgren



414. 1990 Ibanez George Benson GB12 Prototype, 
George Benson Collection413. 1999 Black Musitron Multitar 12-String, 

Gordon Waller (Peter & Gordon) Collection



416. Signed Eric Clapton 1988 Fender Stratocaster415. 1995 Gibson L5-CN Blonde, 
Robert Yelin Collection



418. 2001 Jose Ramirez 2N CWE, 
George Benson Collection417. Columbia Parlor Guitar



420. Fernandes Nomad Deluxe with Digitech Effects Processor, 
Robert Yelin Collection419. 1915 Gibson Style U Harp Guitar



422. 1936 D’Angelico Style A421. Fender Squier Stratocaster Signed by The Rolling Stones



424. 14-String Buscarino Monarch, 
Robert Yelin Collection423. 1928 Martin 00-45



426. RJ Gibson Les Paul Copy, 
Gordon Waller (Peter & Gordon) Collection425. 2008 Heritage 20th Anniversary H535



428. 2000 Gibson Gary Moore Les Paul  427. Guitares La Fée Custom Model Lombardine, 
George Benson Collection



430. Dyer & Bro. Style 3 Harp Guitar, 
“Symphonic Harp Centurion”429. 2001 Taylor AB2 4-String Acoustic Bass, 

Robert Yelin Collection



432. 1908 Dyer Symphony Harp Mandolin, Style 20431. 2001 Martin 000-28EC



434. Signed Alvarez Acoustic-Electric VH1 Honors Guitar433. 1995 Gibson L-5 Wes Montgomery, 
Robert Yelin Collection



436. Signed 1998 Gibson BB King Lucille Custom435. Ibanez L5 Copy, George Benson Collection



438. 2005 Ibanez Artcore AF105F-NT-12-01, 
Robert Yelin Collection437. c. 1932 Epiphone Masterbilt De Luxe



440. Phifer Custom, George Benson Collection439. Eddie Van Halen-Owned 1982 Charvel Van Halen Model



442. Buscarino Monarch Archtop 17” 6-String Sunburst, 
Robert Yelin Collection441. 1937 Martin 0-17



444. 1944 D’Angelico New Yorker443. John Backlund JBD-800 Prototype



446. 1938 Epiphone Triumph445. 1970 Rickenbacker Model 331 LS “Lightshow” 
with 1970 Rickenbacker “Transonic” Amp  
and 1971 Rickenbacker TR-7 Amp



448. Tony Vines Electric 8-String447. 1968 Gibson B-25, 
Gordon Waller (Peter & Gordon) Collection



450. Triggs New Yorker (D’Angelico-style) Blonde, 
Robert Yelin Collection449. 1984 Mosrite Handmade & Signed by Semie Moseley



452. 2001 Gibson Custom Shop Les Paul Elegant451. 1933 Martin C-1



454. 1997 Heritage Sweet 16453. Ibanez George Benson GB15 Team J Craft, 
George Benson Collection



456. 1950 Gibson SJ-200455. Signed Gene Simmons AXE Bass



458. 2008 Heritage 20th Anniversary H150457. 7-String Buscarino Monarch, 
Robert Yelin Collection



460. 2012 Benedetto Sinfonietta459. Gibson Ace Frehley Les Paul Signed by Ace Frehley



462. 1954 Les Paul Goldtop
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461. 2013 Taylor 918e Blonde, 
Robert Yelin Collection



464. 1936 Martin 000-45463. American Showster ‘57 Chevy



466. 2003 Epiphone Elitist Broadway Natural, 
Robert Yelin Collection465. 1925 Oahu Jumbo



468. 1998 Gibson Ace Frehley Les Paul Signed by Ace Frehley467. 1965 Epiphone Texan 79N



470. 1930 Oahu Deluxe Jumbo469. c. 1890-1900 American Conservatory Bowlback Mandolin, 
Lowenstein Collection



472.
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471. 2002 Gibson Les Paul “Indian” Guitar in Red/Black



474. 2006 Heritage Sweet 16473. 2013 Fender Stratocaster Artist Series Eric Clapton, 
Robert Yelin Collection



476. Ibanez GB Model Prototype, 
George Benson Collection475. 1947 D’Angelico New Yorker



478. Line 6 Variax 600 guitar and Line 6 AxSys 212 amp, 
Robert Yelin Collection477. 1995 Heritage 150 10th Anniversary



480. RJ Fender Stratocaster Dark Green Copy, 
Gordon Waller (Peter & Gordon) Collection479. Kids Green Dragon 12-String Bass owned by Nikki Sixx



482. 1999 Gibson Super 400CES Sunburst with 
Charlie Christian Pickup, Robert Yelin Collection481. 1950 Gibson ETG-150



484. Ibanez GB10 Prototype, 
George Benson Collection483. Signed 2001 Fender Buddy Guy Stratocaster



486. Signed VH1 Honors Fender Telecaster485. 1965 Dynacord “Cora” Guitar with 
1965 Dynacord “Jazz” Amp



488. 2005 Fender Stratocaster XII 12-string electric,  
Robert Yelin Collection487. c. 1972-75 Harmony H1269 12-String, 

Gordon Waller (Peter & Gordon) Collection                                                                                                    



490. 2001 Taylor 655ce 12-String Cherry Sunburst, 
Robert Yelin Collection489.

INSTRUMENT
TO COME



492. Fender Squier Stratocaster, Signed by Bon Jovi’s Band491. Ibanez George Benson GB5, 
George Benson Collection



494. Behringer Ultracoustic ACX - 1000, 
Robert Yelin Collection493. Mid-80s Fender Showman Amp, 

Robert Yelin Collection



496. Fender Ultimate Chorus Amp PR204, 
Robert Yelin Collection495. Fender Princeton Chorus Amp M-PR82, 

Robert Yelin Collection




